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ABSTRACT
The stratigraphy and morphology of the lower Northern Neck, 
Virginia, provide evidence for a single transgression and regression 
in late Pleistocene time.
The dominant landforms of the region consist o f : 1) the south- 
west-facing Irvington scarp (toe at 14 m) which trends northwest 
parallel to the Rappahannock River and formed as a retreating wave- 
cut cliff in late Pleistocene time; 2) the M t . Jean upland (at 21 to 
27 m) north of the Irvington scarp and mantled by early (?) or middle 
(?) Pleistocene deposits; 3) the Weems plain (at 4.5 to 14 m) and the 
Taft plain (at 12 to 15 m) both south of the Irvington scarp with the
Norfolk Formation forming the surficial unit of each; 4) the north-
trending, west-facing White Stone scarp (toe at 11 m) which separates 
the Taft plain from the Weems plain; 5) the prominent north-trending 
Kilmarnock scarp (toe at 5.5 m) which truncates the Irvington scarp 
and parallels the Chesapeake Bay; 6) the Fleets Bay plain (< 5.5 m) 
which dips gently eastward from the toe of the Irvington scarp to sea 
level and is mantled by the Tabb Formation.
Beneath the Taft plain, the basal bed of the late Pleistocene
Norfolk Formation consists of a discontinuous peat (paludal) which uncon- 
formably overlies the Pliocene Yorktown Formation. The peat bed is 
successively overlain by a Rangia-bearing sandy mud (oligohaline fauna) 
and a muddy sand with abundant Crassostrea and Mercenaria shells 
(mesohaline to euhaline fauna). A crossbedded sand unit, 10 m thick, 
overlies the shelly beds and is restricted to the region between the 
White Stone and Kilmarnock scarps. It formed as an estuary-mouth spit. 
The fossiliferous beds grade westward into the extensive laminated 
sands and muds (tidal flat deposits) of the Weems plain which accumu­
lated under restricted conditions in the lee of the spit. The Norfolk 
Formation pinches out in a feather edge at the toe of the Irvington 
scarp. It extends eastward beneath the Fleets Bay plain as fine 
grained deposits which accumulated in the ancestral Chesapeake Bay.
East of the Kilmarnock scarp, the upper part of the Norfolk 
Formation has been reworked and redeposited as the Tabb Formation. The 
Tabb Formation, consisting of a mixed muddy and gravelly sand, con­
formably overlies the Norfolk Formation and pinches out near the toe 
of the Kilmarnock scarp. It is composed of interbedded tidal flat 
and regressional lag deposits.
During early Sangamonian time when sea level was rising to a 
maximum of approximately 14 m, a sequence of paludal to oligohaline 
to euhaline estuarine sediments was deposited in the ancestral Rappa­
hannock River. As the Kilmarnock and Irvington shorelines receeded, 
a spit formed at the mouth of the ancestral river, growing southward 
from the retreating Kilmarnock shoreline. As sea level fell in late 
Sangamonian time, the western border of the spit (the White Stone 
scarp) was stranded and preserved and the Kilmarnock scarp was notched 
by an oscillating but falling sea. The Holocene transgression followed 
the middle to late Wisconsinan low stand of sea level.
LATE PLEISTOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND MORPHOLOGY 
OF THE LOWER NORTHERN NECK, VIRGINIA
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to determine the relationship 
between stratigraphy amd morphology of the southeastern part of 
the Northern Neck, Virginia, between the Corrotoman River and the 
Chesapeake Bay (Figure 1). The Northern Neck lies between the 
Potomac and Rappahannock rivers and extends from the Chesapeake Bay 
to the Fall Line. Portions of Irvington, Fleets Bay and Wilton 
quadrangles are included in the study area.
Field work was conducted between June, 1978 and June, 1979.
Three profiles which transect the morphologic features in the study 
area were chosen (Figure 2). Profile A (Figure 6) transects the 
Kilmarnock scarp. Profile B (Figure 7) parallels the bluffs along 
the Rappahannock River and transects the White Stone scarp. Profile 
C (Figure 9) transects the Irvington scarp.
Sections were measured along Profile B (Figure 7). Each 
section was subdivided into lithologic units in the field. The 
color, texture, sedimentary and biogenic structures, and fossil 
assemblage were described for each unit. Selected samples were 
subjected to routine sediment analysis (Folk, 1968) to determine 
their grain size classifications.
Well data were collected along Profiles A (Figure 6) and C 
(Figure 9) using a 7 cm (2 3/4 in) diameter hand auger. The positions 
of the wells are shown in Figures 6 and 9. The maximum depth penetrated
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FIGURE 1. Map of Chesapeake Region showing location of area studied.
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FIGURE 2. The principal morphologic features of the southeastern 
portion of the Northern Neck.
6with locality information shown in Figure 3. The location of each 
sampling site using the Universal Transverse Mercator grid system 
is recorded on each log sheet.
I am most grateful to Wayne Newell of the U.S. Geological 
Survey and my committee members, Drs. Bob Byrne, John Boon, Gerald 
Johnson, Don Boesch, and John Zeigler for providing the cooperation, 
incentive and guidance necessary for the completion of this thesis. 
Linda Zellmer allowed me the use of her sea level curve. Maynard 
Nichols aided in foram identification. James Owens of the U.S. 
Geological Survey offered constructive criticism of my conclusions. 
Mike Kirschbaum built the hand auger. Karl Nilsen, Rod Bertelson,
Bob Diaz, Tom Fredette and Don Boesch identified the invertebrate 
fossils. Nancy Sturm and Ed Briley drafted the figures. In 
addition the entire art room staff especially Kay Stubblefield, Joe 
Gilley and Jo Shackelford were unusually helpful in providing 
technical assistance. G. Chianakas, R. Garfield and many other 
graduate students and technicians at the Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science helped me with my field work. The L & H Co. of
Montross, Va. allowed me to collect sediment samples as water wells
were machine augered. I would like to thank all of the local
citizens, especially the McCulloughs and Maynards for allowing me
repeated access to various outcrops. The Virginia Division of Mineral 
Resources allowed me access to drilling logs. Shirley Crossley typed 
the final draft of my thesis.
5with the hand auger was 7.3 m  (24 ft). The depth of penetration 
depended on the nature of the substrate and the position of the 
ground water table. Samples were collected and logged every 0.15 m 
(0.5 ft). Color, texture and other features were described in the 
field. After the mud fraction was rinsed from the samples, the 
remaining sand and gravel fraction was oven-dried and examined 
microscopically to determine the common minerals present. Selected 
samples were subjected to routine grain size analysis (Folk, 1968). 
Each well was subdivided and described based on the data.
Elevations of sampling sites were obtained from 7.5 minute 
topographic sheets which had contour intervals of 5 and/or 10 ft. 
Wherever possible, borings were taken at road intersections marked 
by elevations. Therefore, on this basis, elevations between contours 
are estimated accurate to within + 2 . 5  ft (0.8m) and + 5.0 (1.5 m ) 
respectively.
Stratigraphic cross sections along the three profiles were 
constructed based primarily on the texture of the units. Each unit 
described was assigned to one of seven facies: 1 ) peat, 2 ) sandy mud, 
3) muddy sand, 4) sand, 5) gravelly sand, 6 ) sandy gravel, and 
7) gravelly and muddy sand. Mud was defined by combining silt and 
clay (Folk, 1968).
Additional information was gathered from borings and exposed 
sections from elsewhere in the study area. The L and H Co. of Mon­
tross, Va. allowed the author to collect sediment samples at 0.46 
(18 in) intervals as machine augered water wells were excavated.
The log sheets for all sampling sites can be found in the Appendix,
7FIGURE 3. Map of stratigraphic section sites.
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STRUCTURE
This region is part of the Coastal Plain Province which 
extends from Long Island, New York to Florida and lies between the 
Fall Line and the edge of the Atlantic continental shelf. The study 
area lies along the southern margin of the Salisbury Embayment. The 
Salisbury Embayment (Richards, 1948) is a dominant west to northwest- 
trending depression in the basement rocks underlying the Atlantic 
coastal plain of southern New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and northern 
Virginia (Sabet, 1977). The basement rocks consist of igneous rocks, 
metamorphic rocks and semi-consolidated 'red beds' (Teifke, 1973). 
These rocks are exposed at the Fall Line and lie at a depth of 807 m 
(2320 ft) in Mathews County, Va. (Richards, 1974). Cretaceous and 
younger strata overlie the basement rocks. These strata are semi­
consolidated or unconsolidated wedges of sediment which thicken and 
dip gently eastward (Richards, 1974).
Faulting occurs near the Fall Line and on the Eastern Shore 
of Maryland. The Stafford Fault System, which was active in the 
Cretaceous and middle Tertiary, trends north-northeast along the 
inner margin of the coastal plain in northern Virginia (Mixon and 
Newell, 1977). Two north-northeast trending faults border a gravity 
low or sedimentary basin associated with the Chesapeake Bay on the 
Maryland Eastern Shore (Sabet, 1977). Stratigraphic evidence indi­
cates that a third northeast-trending fault near Pocomoke City,
9Maryland was active until the middle Eocene (Sabet, 1977). Northeast- 
trending scarps border the approximate eastern and western margins of 
the Northern Neck. It is possible that undetected faulting, active 
through Tertiary and possibly even Pleistocene time, has affected 
sedimentation in the vicinity of the study area.
MORPHOLOGY
The Terrace Formation Concept
The morphology of the Coastal Plain Province in Virginia 
consists of a series of successively lower plains separated by scarps 
(Figure 4). This has been called stairstep topography (Clark and 
Miller, 1912; Wentworth, 1930; Roberts, 1932; Oaks and Coch, 1973; 
and Johnson, 1976). The scarps represent relict shoreline features. 
The plains are depositional and wave-planed surfaces.
In 1906, Shattuck advanced the terrace formation concept 
(Figure 4) to explain the configuration of the coastal plain. Shat­
tuck defined and correlated the terrace formations of Maryland on the 
basis of similarity of topographic position. He used the terms 
terrace, plain and formation synonymously. Shattuck thought that a 
single marine formation underlaid each terrace and that each formation 
dipped and thickened eastward. Westward, the formation terminated in 
a feather edge against the toe of a scarp. Each scarp represented 
the landwardmost extent of a marine transgression. Figure 4 (after 
Shattuck, 1906) shows the postulated relationships between the terrace 
formations.
Shattuck utilized four criteria for defining a terrace for­
mation: 1) a formation should have a planar surface; 2) each plain
or formation should be separated from the next lower plain by a 
scarp; 3) the elevation at the toe of a scarp should be of constant
10
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DIAGRAM SHOWING IDEAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE 
VARIOUS TERRACE FORMATIONS IN THE MARYLAND COASTAL P LA IN .
FIGURE 4. The Terrace Formation Model. (After Shattuck, 1906).
12
elevation; and 4) each terrace deposit should show that it was once 
continuous around borders of estuaries.
Figure 5 shows the morphologic divisions of Virginia’s coastal 
plain based on the terrace formation concept. Morphologic divisions 
of Maryland and North Carolina are included in the figure because 
terrace formation names from outside Virginia were applied to Virginia’s 
coastal plain. Shattuck (1906) divided Maryland’s coastal plain 
deposits into the Lafayette, Sunderland, Wicomico, Talbot and Recent 
Terraces. Clark and Miller (1912) applied Shattuck’s terrace for­
mation nomenclature to the coastal plain of Virginia. Wentworth (1930) 
and Rogers (1932) both of whom were studying Virginia’s coastal plain, 
subdivided the Talbot Formation (Shattuck, 1906) into the Chowan 
(Stephenson, 1912), Dismal Swamp (Wentworth, 1930) and Princess Anne 
(Wentworth, 1930) Terraces.
Recently Oaks (1965) and Coch (1965) discarded the terrace 
formation concept. While studying coastal plain deposits in south­
eastern Virginia, Oaks and Coch (1973) found that more than one lith- 
ologic formation could lie beneath a single plain. Furthermore, they 
concluded that relict Pleistocene morphologic features and deposits 
represent the same array of depositional environments and landforms 
that are found in coastal Virginia today. They abandoned the terrace 
formation names of the coastal plain and redefined formations according 
to the Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature. Ten new formations which 
formed during six transgression-regression cycles were described and 
named. The sediments represented a wide range of environments in­
cluding fluvial, estuarine and marine facies.
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Since 1965, coastal plain stratigraphers in Virginia (Coch,
1968; Bick and Coch, 1969; Johnson, 1969; Coch, 1971; Johnson, 1972; 
Oaks and Coch, 1973; and Johnson, 1976) have defined morphologic 
features and stratigraphic units separately.
The Morphology of the Study Area
The morphology of the study area (Figure 2) consists of stair­
step topography. The plains dip either eastward toward the Chesapeake 
Bay or toward the Rappahannock River and its tributaries. The scarps 
parallel the Rappahannock River or the Chesapeake Bay.
The plains are dissected by streams with dendritic patterns. 
These drainage networks developed during the Wisconsinan low sea level 
stand and may be relict of an even more ancient fluvial system. They 
are now being backfilled with paludal and estuarine sediments.
The Kilmarnock scarp is an east-facing scarp with a toe of
5.5 m (18 ft) which trends north through the study area. It receives 
its name from the town of Kilmarnock which is located at the crest of 
the scarp (Fleets Bay 7.5 minute quadrangle). This scarp separates an 
eastern lowland from three higher plains west of it. The Kilmarnock 
scarp is an extension of a continuous lineament called the Suffolk 
scarp or Suffolk shoreline (Wentworth, 1930; Cooke, 1930; Oaks and 
Coch, 1973). Wentworth (1930) named the Suffolk scarp at Suffolk, Va. 
The Suffolk scarp has a toe of 8.4 m  (27.5 ft) at Suffolk (Suffolk 7.5 
minute quadrangle). The Suffolk scarp at Suffolk and the Kilmarnock 
scarp did not form contemporaneously as is indicated by the discrepancy 
in elevation between the toes of the two scarps. The Suffolk scarp is
15
a composite scarp that has been reoccupied as a shoreline more than 
once (Oaks, 1965). The Kilmarnock scarp with its toe of 5.5 m (18 ft) 
is comparable to the Big Bethel scarp (Johnson, 1976) of southeastern
Virginia which has a toe of 5.8 m (19 ft).
The Fleets Bay plain, named for Fleets Bay Neck (Fleets Bay
7.5 minute quadrangle) is the lowland which lies east of the Kilmarnock 
scarp. It has an elevation of 5.5 m  (18 ft) at the toe of the 
Kilmarnock scarp and dips eastward to sea level at 0.76 m/kilometer 
(4.1 ft/mile). The Fleets Bay plain is a very flat, continuous feature 
across the Northern Neck averaging 4.5 kilometers (2.8 miles) wide in 
an east-west direction. Numerous east-flowing creeks including Anti­
poison, Tabbs, Dymer and Indian Creeks dissect the plain. The creeks
bear north as they approach the Kilmarnock scarp. The interfluves or
necks between the creeks are poorly drained. The surface deposits 
consist of muddy and gravelly sands of the Tabb Formation which over­
lies an impermeable sandy clay layer of the Norfolk Formation.
The Irvington scarp is a northwest-trending, southwest-facing 
scarp with a toe of 14 m (45 ft) which parallels the Rappahannock River. 
It is named for the town of Irvington (Irvington 7.5 minute quadrangle). 
This scarp is truncated by the Kilmarnock scarp 4 kilometers (2.5 miles) 
south of Kilmarnock and extends upstream as far as Port Royal, Va.
The elevation at the crest of the Irvington scarp varies between 21 and 
27 m (70 and 90 ft) in the study area and it separates an upland from 
two lower estuarine plains. This scarp is comparable to the Camp Peary 
and Kingsmill scarps, both named by Bick and Coch (1972) on the York- 
James peninsula. A similar scarp exists on the south bank of the 
Rappahannock River, facing the north. The Irvington scarp is a
16
wave-cut cliff, modified by mass wastage, which formed as a retreating 
shoreline in late Pleistocene time.
The M t . Jean upland at 21 to 27 m (70 to 90 ft), named for 
the Mt. Jean School (Irvington 7.5 minute quadrangle), lies north of 
the Irvington scarp and west of the Kilmarnock scarp. It is a highly 
dissected, triangularly shaped plain of limited areal extent, situated 
between the Kilmarnock and Surry scarps. The Suffolk scarp (Kilmar­
nock scarp in this report) and the Surry scarp, both named by Went­
worth (1930), meet at Kilmarnock (Wentworth, 1930; Oaks and Coch,
1973) and completely circumscribe the plain except for its southwest 
border, the Irvington scarp.
South of the Irvington scarp and west of the Kilmarnock scarp 
there are two plains. These plains are separated by the White Stone 
scarp, named for the town of White Stone (Irvington 7.5 minute quad­
rangle). The White Stone scarp is an irregular, north-trending scarp 
with a toe at 11.0 m  (36 ft). This scarp faces the west and is roughly 
parallel to the Kilmarnock scarp. It joins the Irvington scarp 2.5 
kilometers (1.5 miles) northwest of White Stone. The scarp crests at 
approximately 14 m (45 f t).
The Taft plain at 12 to 15 m (40 to 50 f t ) , named for the town­
ship of Taft (Irvington 7.5 minute quadrangle), is situated between 
the Kilmarnock scarp and the White Stone scarp. The Irvington scarp 
forms the plain's northern border. The plain trends north and has a 
curved, concave downward surface with a maximum elevation of 15 m 
(50 ft). The Kilmarnock scarp truncates the eastern edge of the plain. 
The plain is undissected and extremely well-drained because it is 
underlain by a sand facies of the Norfolk Formation.
17
The Weems plain at 4.5 to 14 m (15 to 45 ft) lies south of the 
Irvington scarp and west of the White Stone scarp. The plain is named 
for the community of Weems (Irvington 7.5 minute quadrangle). The 
plain dips southwestward from the toes of the White Stone scarp 
and the Irvington scarp to 4.5 m (15 ft) at the Rappahannock River. 
Carter Creek and branches of the Corrotoman River dissect this plain. 
The plain is poorly drained because of the underlying impermeable 
clayey strata of the Norfolk Formation.
STRATIGRAPHY
PLIOCENE SERIES 
The Yorktown Formation
The oldest unit exposed is the Yorktown Formation which is 
early Pliocene in age (Hazel, 1971). The Yorktown Formation is a 
marine unit readily identifiable by its lithology and fossil assem­
blage. It is exposed locally in bluffs between Mosquito Pt. and 
Carter Creek on the Rappahannock River at elevations less than 1 m 
(3.3 ft) (Figure 7). The Yorktown occurs as a semi-consolidated, 
bluish-green, biofragmental sand with an irregular or undulatory 
upper surface. The uppermost 30 cm (1 ft) of the formation is 
extensively leached of calcium carbonate and is impregnated with 
limonite cement. Chesapecten jeffersonius, Ostrea compressrostrea 
and Glycimerus s p . are the common macrofossils present. All three 
species were extinct by the end of the Pliocene Epoch (Johnson, 
pers. comm.).
East of the Kilmarnock scarp the Yorktown Formation dips below 
sea level. It was not encountered in any of the hand augered wells 
on the Fleets Bay plain. Near the Chesapeake Bay, approximately 4.5 
km (2.8 miles) northeast of Kilmarnock, the Tertiary-Pleistocene 
boundary was encountered at -11.3 m (-37 ft) (Teifke, 1973, p. 37, 
W-1184).
18
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Stratigraphically above the biofragmental sand of the Yorktown 
Formation is either a dark bluish-gray or a light bluish-green fine 
sandy, clayey silt. This facies of the Yorktown Formation was encoun­
tered in the subsurface only in three wells, H-3 at 9 m (30 ft), H-18 
at 8 m  (25 ft) and H-5 at 5 m  (16 ft) (Figure 6). The sand fraction 
consists of fine quartz grains, glauconitized forams, large muscovite 
flakes and broken, unabraded shell material. The shell material is 
composed of echinoderm spines, forams and unidentifiable shell frag­
ments. Turritella alticostata is the only identifiable macrofossil 
found in the borings. _T. alticostata is an extinct species which is
not found in Pleistocene strata (Johnson, pers. comm.).
Well data from Teifke (1973, p. 43, W-1861) shows that the 
Yorktown Formation occurs at a depth of -6.4 m (-21 ft) near Carter 
Creek. The Tertiary-Pleistocene boundary is found at a maximum depth 
of -44 m (-145 ft) beneath the Rappahannock River at White Stone Bridge 
(Hack, 1957). This data indicates that the top of the Yorktown Forma­
tion dips toward the Rappahannock River between the Irvington scarp 
and the present river channel.
Pleistocene strata unconformably overlie the Yorktown Formation. 
A prominent lag deposit is not associated with this unconformity in 
the study area. The Plio-Pleistocene boundary is marked by changes in 
compaction, lithology, color, degree of oxidation, mineral composition 
and fossil assemblage.
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PLEISTOCENE SERIES 
The Windsor and Bacons Castle Equivalents
The post-Yorktown deposits of the Mt. Jean plain consist of at 
least two mappable units. These deposits predate the late Pleistocene 
strata which underlie the Taft, Fleets Bay and Weems plains. The 
lower unit consists of at least 5.5 m  (18 ft) of a highly oxidized, 
brownish-red sand. It unconformably overlies the Yorktown Formation 
several feet below the lowermost bed sampled (Figure 6, 10a). Overall 
the unit fines upward from gravelly sand to muddy sand. The amount of 
gravel present varies from a trace to nearly 10% and the size of the 
gravel varies from pea-sized to approximately 3 cm in diameter. The 
top of the unit is marked by a solid ferricrete horizen several 
centimeters thick.
This unit closely resembles the sand facies of the Bacons Castle 
Formation as described by Oaks and Coch (1973, Type Sections C and D, 
p. 119). The Bacons Castle Formation was named by Coch (1965, 1968) 
for the clayey sand, silty sand, pebble gravel and cobble gravel that 
unconformably overlie the Sedley and Yorktown Formations near the 
community of Bacons Castle, Va. (Bacons Castle 7.5 minute quadrangle). 
The formation does not occur east of the Suffolk scarp because it has 
been removed by erosion (Oaks and Coch, 1973). In the study area, the 
Bacons Castle Formation has been removed by erosion except for the 
remnant underlying the Mt. Jean plain (Figure 10a, 11). Presumably 
it extends west from the Mt. Jean plain outside of the study area.
Oaks and Coch (1973) have assigned a Pliocene or early
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Pleistocene age to the Bacons Castle Formation. The sand facies of 
the Bacons Castle Formation was deposited in fluvial channels (Oaks 
and Coch, 1973).
Above the ferricrete horizon, a second mappable unit which 
consists of interbedded gray mud and very fine to medium grained 
white sand with orange mottling forms the surficial deposit of the 
Mt. Jean plain (see Figure 6; Appendix, H-9, H-10). On the basis of 
stratigraphic position, morphologic position and lithology, this 
unit resembles the Windsor Formation of southeastern Virginia.
The Windsor Formation was named by Coch (1968) for the silty 
sand facies of his previously proposed (Coch, 1965) Elberon Formation. 
The Windsor Formation unconformably overlies the Yorktown and Bacons 
Castle Formations and the "Moorings unit" (Oaks and Coch, 1973).
Oaks and Coch (1973) traced the Windsor Formation in the surface 
and subsurface from the Surry Scarp to the Suffolk Scarp and from 
the Virginia-North Carolina border to the James River. It has also 
been mapped on the York-James peninsula (Bick and Coch, 1969; John­
son, 1976). Oaks and Coch (1973) divided the Windsor Formation into 
a coarse grained lower member and a fine grained upper member. The 
upper member which resembles the unit in the study area, is described 
as unfossiliferous, thickly bedded clayey sand, silty sand and silty 
clay (Oaks and Coch, 1973). Besides this lithologic similarity to 
the Windsor Formation, the Windsor equivalent mantling the Mt. Jean 
plain also overlies the Bacons Castle equivalent (Fig. 1 0 a , 11) 
and is positioned between the Suffolk Scarp equivalents (the Kil­
marnock and Irvington Scarps) and the Surry Scarp. Here the
23
Windsor equivalent resembles the estuarine muds and sands of the 
overlying Norfolk Formation.
A brief discussion of the Bacons Castle and Windsor equiva­
lents is included here because both formations are in contact with 
the Norfolk Formation along the Irvongton scarp. It is also inter­
esting to note that the geomorphology of the Mt. Jean plain indicates 
that: 1) the ancestral Rappahannock River basin was filled with a 
sequence of fluvial and estuarine sediments in pre-Norfolk time 
which have since been removed by erosion except for isolated remnants; 
2) the Irvington scarp has been reoccupied as a shoreline more than 
once; 3) a middle Pleistocene high stand probably formed the Surry 
scarp and 4) the ancestral Rappahannock Estuary may have been narrower 
at the middle Pleistocene high stand that it was during the late 
Pleistocene high stand at 14 m (45 ft).
The Norfolk Formation
The Norfolk Formation was named for spoil heaps along the
Dismal Swamp Canal by Clark and Miller (1906). Oaks (1965) and Coch
(1968) divided the Norfolk Formation into a lower and upper member and 
subdivided the highly variable upper member into eight mappable facies 
(which are not used in this report). Johnson (1972, 1976) mapped 
the Norfolk Formation elsewhere in southeastern Virginia.
The Norfolk Formation is the surficial formation of the Weems
plain and the Taft plain and it occurs in the subsurface east of the
Kilmarnock scarp (Figures 10, 11). It unconformably overlies the 
Yorktown Formation beneath the Weems, Taft and Fleets Bay plains.
Along the Irvington scarp the Norfolk Formation abuts against or
24
stratigraphically overlies the Windsor and Bacons Castle Formation 
equivalents.
Beneath the Weems plain the deepest Norfolk beds encountered 
consist of a dark bluish-gray micaceous-rich fossiliferous clayey 
sand with numerous Rangia cuneata shells (W-4, Appendix, Figure 3).
A similar bed is exposed near sea level between White Stone Bridge 
and Mosquito Pt. (Figure 7) and occurs in the subsurface east of the 
Kilmarnock scarp. The fossiliferous clayey sand at W-4 grades upward 
into non-fossiliferous dark brown organic-rich sandy mud with large 
pieces of wood. These deep facies of the Norfolk Formation were 
deposited as channel or valley fill in tributaries of the ancestral 
Rappahannock estuary during the early stage of the Norfolk trans­
gression .
Above the organic-rich sandy mud, three non-fossiliferous 
facies which are widely distributed occur in the shallow subsurface 
beneath the Weems plain: a fine sand facies, a sandy mud facies and 
a muddy sand facies (Figure 6). The three facies grade into one 
another and form a unit which unconformably overlies the Yorktown 
Formation near the Irvington scarp. Overall the grain size of the 
unit fines and then coarsens upwards. The unit pinches out in a 
feather-edge at the toe of the Irvington scarp. The Norfolk For­
mation achieves a maximum known thickness of 9.4 m (31 ft) near 
Carter Creek (Teifke, 1973, p. 43, W-1861). Presumably it is much 
thicker in paleo-channels.
In all three facies forming the surficial unit of the Weems 
plain, the lithology of the sand fraction is similar. The sand is
25
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very fine to medium grained with a trace of pea-sized gravel. It 
consists of quartz, fragments of ferricrete nodules and limonitized 
root casts. Garnet, fine muscovite and the opaque minerals comprise 
less than 5% of the sand fraction. A trace of reworked glauconite 
may be present.
In the fine sand facies, the ferricrete fragments occur as 
fine sand-sized grains derived from reworked ferricrete nodules and 
root casts. In the muddy facies, limonitized root casts are common.
The root casts occur as rod-like cylinders composed of ferricrete.
The cylinders are less than 2 cm long and have a diameter less than 
0.5 cm. A central hole with a diameter of 0.1 cm passes through the 
axis of the cylinder. The root casts may be ramose. Similar root 
casts can be observed in present day salt marshes. Ferricrete nodules 
are bulbous, irregularly shaped pieces of sand, cemented with limonite.
The two muddy facies consist of light gray, oxidized, finely 
laminated sand and mud. In outcrop the muddy facies have a fissile 
or blocky texture. A laminated mud and sand with abundant limonitized 
root casts indicates deposition in a semi-restricted estuary on a 
tidal flat near a salt marsh. The subsurface and surface fine, white- 
tan sand facies represent the transgressional and regressional shore­
line facies (respectively).
The unconformity between the Norfolk Formation and the Yorktown 
Formation is well exposed between Carter Creek and Mosquito Pt. (Fig­
ure 7). Figure 8 shows the generalized Norfolk section beneath the 
Taft plain.
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MUDDY SAND WITH  
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--------------SEA LEVEL
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TERTIARY-PLEISTOCENE UNCONFORMITY
FIGURE 8. The Pleistocene section at White Stone Bridge.
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A discontinuous peat bed unconformably overlies the Yorktown 
Formation between White Stone Bridge and the Kilmarnock scarp (Figure
7). The peat is a dark brown, macaceous-rich woody stratum containing 
stumps, logs and knees of Taxodium (cypress). Peaty sand and peaty 
mud form local facies within the peat bed. The peat is massively 
bedded and is extensively bioturbated. Many semi-vertical, cylindrical 
burrows approximately 1.5 cm in diameter, filled with sediment from 
the overlying unit, occur in the peat bed. A distinct bedding plane 
separates the peat from the overlying strata. The unit above the 
peat often contains a basal gravel layer about 2 cm thick. The peat 
formed in fresh water portions of tidal or non-tidal streams in the 
ancestral Rappahannock River basin.
A sample of wood from the peat bed was dated at > 33,000 - 35,000 
years B.P. (Newell, pers. comm.). The pollen assemblage in the peat 
consisted of oak (Quercus) , hickory (Carya) and pine (Pinus), a warm 
temperate pollen assemblage (Newell, pers. comm.). An oak, hickory 
and pine forest assemblage flourishes in Virginia today (Kuchler,
1964) and also existed during other Pleistocene interglacial periods.
The peat was deposited during the Sangamonian Interglacial.
Above the peat is discontinuous muddy sand containing abundant 
shells of Rangia cuneata, a hard shell clam. This bed is similar to 
the fossiliferous bed encountered at a depth of -4.1 m (-13.5 ft) 
near Carter Creek. This unit occurs as a basal bed exposed locally up 
to 1.5 m (5 ft) above the beach between the White Stone and Kilmarnock 
scarps (Figure 7). It appears to be structureless and massively bed­
ded. However, some of the valves appear to be imbricated along
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bedding planes. R. cuneata occurs both in life position and as randomly 
oriented single valves. It is the only common fossil present. A dis­
tinct bedding plane separates this unit from the overlying fossiliferous 
strata.
Today Rangia cuneata is restricted to the oligohaline to lower 
mesohaline sections of the (upper) estuary (Wass, 1972). Prior to 
1960, R. cuneata was not found living north of the Virginia-Carolina 
border. By 1964, R. cuneata had reinvaded the Rappahannock River.
Today it is one of the dominant macro-invertebrates in the upper 
Rappahannock Estuary.
The abundance of Rangia cuneata and the absence of other genera 
suggests that this unit was deposited in the upper reaches (oligohaline 
to lower mesohaline section) of the ancestral Rappahannock Estuary.
A highly fossiliferous muddy sand containing abundant Crassostrea 
virginica, Mercenaria mercenaria, Hydroides dianthus and Anadara 
transversa locally overlies the Rangia-bearing unit (Figures 7,8).
The oysters occur in isolated clumps or packed in a distinct reef-like 
bed at the base of the unit. Serpulid worm tubes are very abundant 
and form colonies above the oyster reef. A. transversa and M. 
mercenaria occur sporadically in life position. A sample of coral 
from this bed was radiometrically dated (Uranium series) at approxi­
mately 180,000 years B.P. (Newell, pers. comm.). This date also 
supports a Sangamonian age for the deposition of the Norfolk For­
mation.
Table 1 lists the genera found near the White Stone Bridge 
section (Figure 8). All of the species except for Cancer irroratus
30
TABLE 1. List of Fossils from the Norfolk Formation, 
White Stone Bridge Section.
BRYOZOA
Schizoporella s p .
GASTROPODA
Busycon carica (Gmelin, 1791)
Mitrella lunata (Say, 1826)
Nassarius trivittatus (Say, 1822) 
Odostomia dux (Dali and Bartsch, 1906) 
Polinices duplicatus (Say, 1822) 
Turbonilla interrupta (Totten, 1835)
PELECYPODA
Anadara transversa (Say, 1822) 
Crassostrea virginica (Gmelin, 1791) 
Mercenaria mercenaria (Linn£, 1758) 
Rangia cuneata (Sowerby, 1831)
Tagelus plebeius (Lightfoot, 1786)
ARTHROPODA
Cancer irroratus 
Decapod fragments
FQRAMINIFERA
Cancris sagra (d'Orbigny)
Discorbis floridana Cushman 
Elphidium clavatum Cushman 
Globigerina s p . (d'Orbigny, 1826)
Protelphidium tisburyense (Butcher) 
Quinqueloculina s p . d'Orbigny, 1826 
Rotalia beccarii (Linnaeus)
ANNELIDA
Hydroides dianthus
ECHINODERMATA
Echinoid spines
ANTHOZOA
Unidentified coral
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surficial deposit of the Weems plain (Figure 6). Immediately west 
of the White Stone scarp, the thin layer of surface sand exhibits 
irregular planar bedding.
In a seaward direction along profile B (Figure 7), the fossil- 
iferous strata are replaced first by a sand facies and then further 
seaward by a muddy facies near Mosquito Pt. The base of this lower 
sand unit lateral to the fossiliferous beds consists of crossbedded 
coarse white sand interbedded with mud layers. The cross sets are 
large scale, up to 0.5 m thick. The mud layers follow the contours 
of the cross sets and pinch out locally. The unit gradually fines 
upward to interbedded medium sand and mud. The sand layers become 
planar bedded and thinner (3 cm thick). The mud layers become less 
than 1 cm thick. The unit then coarsens upward into a muddy and sandy 
gravel which separates it from the overlying cross bedded sand unit.
The entire lower sand unit developed via lateral channel migration.
Near Mosquito P t . , the muddy facies consist of bioturbated muddy 
sand with Mercenaria s p . molds overlain by laminated blue clay and fine 
sand. The clay layers are 1.0 to 3.0 cm thick; the sand layers are 
less than 1.0 cm thick. A thin gravel layer separates the laminated 
clay and sand from the overlying crossbedded sand unit. This muddy 
facies was deposited subtidally under restricted estuarine conditions 
near the mouth of the ancestral Rappahannock River.
All of the lower facies described above are capped by a cross­
bedded sand unit which is areally coextensive with the Taft plain. It 
follows that the White Stone scarp and the Kilmarnock scarp form the 
respective western and eastern boundaries of the crossbedded sand unit.
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and Globigerina s p . are common today in the euhaline sections of the 
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. Ch irroratus, the rock crab, is 
common on the Atlantic shelf (Wass, 1972). Globigerina s p . is a 
planktonic foram indigenous to the continental shelf and beyond 
(Nichols, pers. comm.). More than 90% of the foram population con­
sists of Elphidium clavatum variants. An Elphidium or basin assemblage 
of forams occurs today in the lower reaches of the Rappahannock Estuary 
at salinities greater than 15 ppt and in the deepest section of the 
river (depths greater than 7 m (22 ft) (Ellison and Nichols, 1970).
The assemblage from the Crassostrea-rich bed indicates that 
this strata was deposited in the deeper, basinal portions of the lower 
(upper mesohaline to euhaline) ancestral Rappahannock Estuary. The 
occurrence of continental shelf genera in this assemblage suggests 
that the Eastern Shore had not yet completely formed. Open Atlantic 
and/or bay-mouth conditions must have existed near the mouth of the 
ancestral Rappahannock Estuary at least in early Sangamonian time.
A thin bed of apparently structureless pea-sized sandy gravel 
overlies the fossiliferous muddy sand (Figure 8). It is an erosional 
lag deposit which separates the fossiliferous strata and adjacent 
facies from an overlying crossbedded sand unit. The crossbedded 
sand unit will be described below after the lateral variation in the 
facies beneath it are discussed.
Towards Carter Creek, the fossiliferous strata grade laterally 
into the light gray non-fossiliferous laminated mud and sand and the 
overlying tan-white fine to medium sand which form the extensive
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The crossbedded sand unit has a maximum thickness of approximately 
9.1 m (30 ft) and consists of several intergradational subunits each 
with its own texture and bedding characteristics. The unit as a whole 
shows two trends in grain size; 1) the grain size first coarsens up­
ward and then fines upward (Figure 8) and 2) the grain size coarsens 
in a seaward direction (Figure 7).
Near the White Stone Bridge section (Figure 8) where the cross­
bedded sand unit is 6.1 m (20 ft) thick, the basal section of the unit 
consists of coarse sand with planar, parallel, horizontal cross sets 
and clay flasers. The clay flasers are associated with structures that 
resemble sand waves. The coarseness of the sand, presence of clay 
flasers and the nature of the cross sets indicate deposition of this 
subunit in a subtidal, high energy environment such as a shoal or 
channel.
Fine to medium sand with planar horizontal, low angle cross sets 
(5 to 15 cm thick) and scattered gravel overlies the sand and clay 
subunit. Ripple laminae are also present. The texture of the material 
and nature of the cross sets indicate that this may be a beach or 
shoreface deposit.
The unit described above grades upward into fine crossbedded 
sand devoid of any coarse material. The non-horizontal, non-parallel, 
planar cross sets (0.4 m thick) are steeply inclined and locally trun­
cated. The fineness of the sand and high angle, locally truncated 
cross sets indicate that this is an aeolian deposit. Burrows that 
resemble Ophiomorpha nodosa are present in the upper part of this u n i t , 
but the burrows extend downward from the overlying unit.
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that the transgression reached a maximum of 14 m (45 f t). The geo­
morphology of the crossbedded sand unit indicates that it is part of 
a paleospit complex which developed during the transgression to 14 m 
(45 ft) (Newell, pers. comm.).
Figure 8 shows the respective transgressive and regressive 
phases of the Norfolk Formation near White Stone Bridge. The trans­
gressive phase is related to a coarsening upward in grain size. The 
regressive phase is related to a fining upward in grain size. The 
landward to seaward coarsening in grain size in the crossbedded sand 
unit is related to the increasing proximity of the Kilmarnock scarp 
or shoreline and a high energy wave environment.
Near the toe of the Kilmarnock scarp the Norfolk Formation is 
thin due to the high topographic relief of the Yorktown Formation 
(Figure 10c). Near the Chesapeake Bay it attains a maximum known thick­
ness of approximately 9.1 m (30 ft) near the Chesapeake Bay (Teifke, 
1973, p. 37, W-1184). The Norfolk-Yorktown contact beneath the Fleets 
Bay plain is probably similar to the same contact exposed along Profile 
B (Figure 7). The Rangia-bed was intercepted near sea level in an 
auger hole near the toe of the scarp (Appendix, H-37; Figure 3). Near 
H-37, the Yorktown Formation was exposed subtidally in channels. Thus 
the Norfolk Formation is continuous between the Taft and Fleets Bay 
plains.
Muddy facies predominate beneath the Fleets Bay plain (Figure 
9). The deepest beds encountered consist of a very fine, non-fossil­
iferous, dark bluish-gray, incoherent, structureless sandy mud with a 
large percentage of silt. These strata coarsen upward to a light gray,
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Above the fine sands of the dune facies are planar, horizontal 
parallel cross sets (0.2 m thick) consisting of fine to coarse gravelly 
sand. Burrows that resemble Ophiomorpha nodosa occur near the base 
of this subunit. Ophiomorpha nodosa burrows indicate deposition in 
a shallow subtidal environment (Weimer and Hoyt, 1964). This sub­
unit grades upward into an irregularly planar bedded finer sand with 
a trace of gravel. Above this is the structureless soil profile.
The crossbedded gravelly sand was deposited in a high energy, sub­
aqueous environment such as a beach or shoal. The finer grained 
overlying beds indicate a change to lower energy subaqueous conditions.
As described above at the White Stone Bridge section (Figure
8), both aeolian and subaqueous crossbedding occur in the crossbedded 
sand unit. Aeolian cross stratification predominates between White 
Stone scarp and White Stone Beach. Subaqueously formed cross strata 
both underlie and overlie the dune facies and predominate between 
White Stone Beach and the Kilmarnock scarp. The subaqueously formed 
cross sets are part of shoal, beach and foreshore facies. A beach 
facies composed of sand and gravel lies seaward of the fine grained 
dune facies and predominates near the Kilmarnock scarp.
The succession of paludal to oligohaline to euhaline estuarine 
deposits (Figure 8) strongly suggests that the Norfolk Formation was 
deposited predominantly during a transgressional phase. The uranium 
date of 180,000 years B.P. and the warm, temperate pollen assemblage 
indicate that the transgression occurred during the Sangamonian Inter­
glacial. Morphologic and stratigraphic information up-estuary indicate
36
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oxidized laminated sand and mud similar to the extensive tidal flat 
deposits of the Weems plain. The lithology of the sand fraction is 
similar to the lithology already described, except that reworked 
glauconite is more prominent in these samples.
The Norfolk formation east of the Kilmarnock scarp was deposited 
in relatively quiet waters. The deeper Norfolk beds were deposited 
as offshore muds in the ancestral Chesapeake Bay during the transgres­
sion to 14 m (45 f t). The uppermost Norfolk beds accumulated as tidal 
flat deposits.
The Tabb Formation
The Tabb Formation was named at Tabb, V a . for the late Pleis­
tocene, regressive, estuarine, nearshore and beach surficial sediments 
restricted to the region east of the Suffolk scarp (Johnson, 1976). 
Johnson (1976) divided the Tabb Formation into three lithologically 
distinct members which are, in order of decreasing age and elevation, 
the Sedgefield, Lynnhaven and Poquoson members.
In the study area, the Tabb Formation forms the surficial 
deposit of the Fleets Bay plain (Figure 11). It has not been observed 
by the author to occur anywhere west of the Kilmarnock scarp. However, 
remnants of the Tabb Formation may occur along the margins of the 
Rappahannock Estuary. The. Tabb Formation overlies the Norfolk For­
mation (Figure 10c). There does not appear to be an hiatus between 
the two formations; the contact is either gradational or bioturbated 
with sedimentation being close to continuous between the close of 
Norfolk time and the onset of Tabb time. The Tabb Formation is a
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FIGURE 10. Cross sections showing the geologic formations of the 
southeastern portion of the Northern Neck, Virginia.
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thin unit generally about 1.8 m (6 ft) thick which pinches out in a 
feather edge near the toe of the Kilmarnock scarp (Figure 10c). It 
attains a maximum known thickness of approximately 3.6 m (12 ft) near 
the Chesapeake Bay (Figure 9).
Two widespread facies comprising the Tabb Formation occur in 
the study area (Figure 8): 1) a gravelly and muddy sand facies mantling 
the surface of the Fleets Bay plain and 2) a gravelly sand in the shallow 
subsurface near the Chesapeake Bay. However, near the Kilmarnock scarp, 
the lithology varies considerably.
The gravelly and muddy sand facies is generally less than 1.8 m 
(6 ft) thick. It consists of gray to brown, fine to medium muddy sand 
containing between a trace and nearly 40% gravel. With the exception 
of the gravel, this facies is similar to the underlying muddy sand 
facies of the Norfolk Formation. However, locally the sand fraction of 
the Tabb Formation is slightly coarser and more poorly sorted than the 
sand fraction of the Norfolk Formation. The sand fraction of the Tabb 
Formation consists of quartz, ferricrete fragments, the opaque minerals, 
garnet, muscovite and a trace of reworked glauconite. Over 95% of the 
sand consists of quartz. The gravel fraction is predominantly com­
posed of sub-rounded pea-sized quartz and chert fragments.
The problematic occurrence of a mixed gravelly and muddy sand 
facies can be accounted for. The surface facies has been post-depo- 
sitionally modified by slumping, bioturbation, stream erosion, soil 
development, agriculture and the addition of alluvium. Possibly 
the muddy and gravelly sand facies formed after deposition from the 
bioturbation or vertical mixing between two end members, a muddy
41
sand facies and a thin surface gravelly sand (Johnson, pers. comm.).
The occurrence of finely laminated mud and sand in the facies indi­
cates that bioturbation was not the principal factor operating. It 
is more likely that this unit consists of interbedded regressional 
tidal flat and erosional lag deposits.
Near the scarp, the gravelly and muddy sand facies is re­
placed by gravelly sand which is localized at the head waters of a 
creek (H-26, Figure 9). In closer proximity to the scarp, muddy sand 
again prevails as a surface deposit, similar to the muddy and gravelly 
sand facies although lacking coarser grained material. The muddy sand 
facies is not traceable beyond the toe of the scarp. As the summit 
of the scarp is approached, the amount of sand and gravel encountered 
as surficial sediment increases. It is impossible to determine whether 
the Tabb Formation coarsens scarp-ward or whether the sands and gravels 
of the Norfolk Formation have slumped over the Tabb Formation. In 
either case, the sands and gravels mantling the scarp represent near­
shore and beach deposits. On the basis of lithology, the Tabb Formation 
pinches out in a feather edge at the toe of the Kilmarnock scarp at 
the last occurrence of the surficial muddy sand facies (Figures 9,
10c) .
Near the Chesapeake Bay, where the elevation of the Fleets Bay 
plain is less than 1.5 m (5 ft), lenses of tan sands and gravels with 
orange mottling occur in the subsurface beneath the muddy and gravelly 
sand unit (Figure 9). Here the sand fraction is predominantly medium 
to very coarse grained and the gravel is slightly coarser and more 
abundant. This facies is similar mineralogically to the facies
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described previously except that the gravel fraction also contains 
sporadic, rounded, highly abraded, deeply weathered pea-sized shell 
fragments. This is most likely a relict beach or foreshore deposit.
The lithology and morphologic position of the Tabb Formation 
and the nature of the Tabb-Norfolk contact indicates that the Tabb 
Formation was deposited in late Pleistocene time as regressional 
estuarine tidal flat and nearshore or beach deposits. The relatively 
fine grained nature of the Tabb Formation and its similar mineralogic 
composition to the Norfolk Formation indicate that the Tabb Formation 
was derived from the reworking of the upper Norfolk Formation.
DISCUSSION
There is a succession of three relict shorelines in the study 
area, the Irvington, White Stone and Kilmarnock scarps in order of 
descending elevation. If the premise that the toe of a scarp 
approximates a former high stand of sea level is true, then these 
scarps ought to represent three former high stands of sea level in 
late Pleistocene time. However, this is too simplistic an approach 
to the problem. Further morphologic and stratigraphic evidence need 
to be examined in order to test the premise and interpret the late 
Pleistocene history of the region.
The White Stone scarp is the western edge of a paleospit 
complex which formed during the transgression to 14 m (45 ft). During 
the subsequent regression, the spit became stranded. The geomorphic 
form of the spit has been preserved because restricted conditions 
existed behind the spit as it emerged and because sea level has never 
risen high enough since the Sangamonian transgression to modify this 
relict landform. Therefore, the toe of the White Stone scarp is not 
directly related to sea level. In this case the elevations of the 
summit of the scarp and the Taft plain are more closely related to 
a sea level maximum.
On the south side of the Rappahannock River two distinct 
scarps parallel the Chesapeake Bay (Figure 2). The westernmost 
scarp with its toe of approximately 14 m (45 ft) is equivalent to the
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Irvington scarp. The scarp closest to the bay with its toe of approxi­
mately 5.5 m (18 ft) is equivalent to the Kilmarnock scarp and post­
dates the Irvington scarp. No equivalent of the White Stone scarp 
exists on the south side of the Rappahannock River. In the study area, 
this stairstep topography is not completely preserved. The Kilmarnock 
and Irvington relict bay shorelines are co-linear. When sea level 
was near 5.5 m (18 ft) the Irvington bay shoreline was notched and 
receded, forming the Kilmarnock scarp which has been preserved.
Most of the Norfolk Formation was deposited by a transgression 
to a maximum of 14 m (45 ft) during the Sangamonian Interglacial.
The following evidence supports this theory: 1) a succession of
paludal to euhaline estuarine sediments is preserved in the Norfolk 
Formation, 2) the Norfolk Formation pinches out in a feather edge of 
the toe of the Irvington scarp, 3) a coral from the Mercenaria- 
Crassostrea bed was radiometrically dated at 180,000 years B.P. and 
4) a warm temperate pollen assemblage was isolated from the peat bed.
The upper part of the Norfolk Formation is regressive as is 
indicated by: 1) the thin surficial layer of sand which mantles the 
Weems plain and represents the regressive shore facies, 2) the con­
tinuously coarsening upward sequence of relict bay sediments beneath 
the Fleets Bay plain and 3) the fining upward of the uppermost beds 
of the crossbedded sand unit of the Taft plain (Figure 8). Thus 
stratigraphic and morphologic evidence show conclusively that there 
was a high stand at 14 m (45 ft) during the Sangamonian Interglacial 
and that in this particular case, the toe of the Irvington scarp 
approximates a former high stand of sea level.
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The stratigraphy beneath the Fleets Bay plain shows apparent 
continuous deposition between the close of Norfolk time and the onset 
of Tabb time. The sequence appears to coarsen upward continuously and 
is without a prominent lag deposit separating the two formations.
The Tabb Formation which represents disturbed Norfolk material rede­
posited after the Sangamonian high stand is generally less than 3 m 
(9.8 ft) thick. Riverine equivalents of the Tabb Formation and the 
Kilmarnock scarp have not been recognized upstream along the Rappa­
hannock River by the author. This evidence implies that the Tabb 
Formation was deposited during a regressional phase which followed 
the Sangamonian high stand at 14 m (45 ft). The regression probably 
lasted through early to middle Wisconsinan time, and was eventually 
followed by the Holocene transgression.
A middle Wisconsinan high stand at approximately 5.5 m (18 ft) 
has been proposed to explain the notching of the Kilmarnock scarp and 
the reworking of the upper Norfolk beds of the Fleets Bay plain (Owens, 
pers. comm.). Owens (1979) mapped the Quaternary deposits of the 
Eastern Shore, Md. The entire Pleistocene series including the Omar, 
Ironshire, Kent Island and Sinepuxent Formations are probably time 
correlative with the Tabb and Norfolk Formations because of their 
similar morphologic positions. Lithologically the Norfolk Formation 
correlates with the Omar and Ironshire Formations and the Tabb For­
mation correlates with the Kent Island Formation. A sample of tree 
trunk from the Kent Island Formation yielded a radiocarbon date of 
37,000 years B.P. (Owens, 1979). Unfortunately, this date is 
approaching the limit of radiocarbon dating and may not be very
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accurate. Furthermore, a tree trunk in itself is useless as a sea
level indicator; either it grew close to sea level or above sea level.
A cold temperate pollen assemblage was isolated from the Kent Island
Formation (Owens, 1979). This assemblage is supportive of a regression
having occurred during deposition of the Kent Island Formation.
There is an 8.5 m (28 ft) discrepancy in elevation between the
toes of the Kilmarnock and Irvington scarps. Following Shattuck's
3 2
reasoning, the discrepancy exists because a volume of 8.5 m /m of 
sediment was removed from the Fleets Bay plain after the high stand 
at 14 m  (45 ft) by a mid-Wisconsinan high stand at 5.5 m (18 ft).
There is, however, no stratigraphic evidence in the study area con­
firming a second transgression and regression in the late Pleistocene.
3 2
It is difficult to visualize the erosion of a volume of 8.5 m /m of 
sediment by a regressing sea and the Norfolk Formation may never have 
been 8.5 m (28 ft) thicker than it is today. The only model of 
shoreline erosion on record is the Bruun theory of sea level rise as 
a cause of shoreline erosion. According to this model, given equilib­
rium conditions: 1) the beach profile migrates landward as the upper 
beach is eroded, 2) the material eroded from the upper beach is equal 
in volume to the amount of material deposited on the nearshore bottom 
and 3) the rise in the nearshore bottom as a result of this deposition 
is equal to the rise in sea level, thus maintaining a constant water 
depth in the area (Schwartz, 1967). With this model we have a process 
by which a transgressing sea could actively erode a scarp, but we do 
not as yet have a model demonstrating scarp erosion by a regressing 
sea.
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The stratigraphic evidence indicates that the sea regressed
after the Irvington scarp was cut and did not transgress again until
the Holocene; yet, there is a clearly defined scarp with a toe at
approximately 5.5 m  (18 ft). How could a regressing sea have formed
this morphologic feature? The Tabb Formation is generally less than
3 2
3 m (9.8 ft) thick. Perhaps only a volume of 3 m /m was eroded from 
the Fleets Bay plain and subsequently redeposited. The present topog­
raphy of the Kilmarnock scarp and Fleets Bay plain could reflect the 
relict bottom topography of the ancestral Chesapeake Bay and shoreline 
at the height of the Sangamonian transgression. That is, during the 
single regression which followed the high stand at 14 m (45 ft), the 
geomorphic form of the seaward side of the paleospit and the bay 
bottom was left relatively undisturbed during the emergence. In the 
field, the Kilmarnock scarp has a very gentle slope, without a definite 
toe, and is not unsimilar to the beach profile off a barrier island 
(see Kraft, 1971). Therefore the toe of the Kilmarnock scarp may be 
only indirectly related to sea level. The actual sea level at the 
formation of the toe of the Kilmarnock scarp may have been higher 
than 5.5 m (18 ft).
The stratigraphy and morphology of the Fleets Bay plain and 
Kilmarnock scarp and the absence of Tabb and Kilmarnock equivalents 
upstream along the Rappahannock River indicate that a single trans­
gression and regression occurred in late Pleistocene time. The most 
reasonable explanation of the configuration of the Kilmarnock scarp 
is that the regression was accompanied by minor oscillations in sea 
level with a possible still stand at approximately 5.5 m (18 ft).
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Zellmer1s (1979) sea level curve for the last 150,000 years 
(Figure 12) supports my hypothesis that a single transgression and 
regression occurred in late Pleistocene time. Zellmer recalibrated 
Shackelton and Opdyke's (1973) sea level curve for the last 150,000 
years by applying a depth of -93 m (-305 ft) to the minimum in sea 
level 17,500 years B.P. This inflection point on the curve repre­
sents a maximum lowering of sea level during Wisconsinan time. The 
new minimum was obtained from Dillon and Oldale (1978). The curve 
shows a maximum in sea level at 16 m (53 ft), 123,000 years B.P. Sea 
level then fell to a minimum of -85 m (-280 ft), 72,000 years B.P., 
rose to -42 m (-137 ft) and falls to a maximum low of -93 m (-305 ft), 
17,500 years B.P. The Holocene transgression followed. The newly 
calibrated sea level curve appears to correlate well with the geomor­
phology of the study area. The Irvington scarp (toe at 14 m  (45 ft)) 
corresponds well with the sea level maximum at 16 m  (53 ft), 123,000 
years B.P. on Zellmer's curve. The Kilmarnock scarp (toe at 5.5 m 
(18 ft))does not correspond with a maximum in sea level on Zellmer's 
curve.
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CONCLUSIONS
The stratigraphy and morphology of the study area provide 
evidence for a single transgression and regression in the late 
Pleistocene. Figure 13 shows the paleogeography of the Rappahannock 
River basin from Sangamonian time to the present.
When sea level rose to 14 m  (45 ft) during early Sangamonian 
time, brackish to freshwater swamp deposits in the ancestral Rappa­
hannock River basin were covered by estuarine sediments. First 
Rangia cuneata dominated the infaunal community in the oligohaline 
to low mesohaline estuary. As sea level continued to rise, the salt 
wedge progressed landward. The Rangia facies was replaced by an 
upper mesohaline to euhaline assemblage which included Crassostrea 
virginica and Mercenaria mercenaria.
At this time the Eastern Shore was not yet fully developed.
The mouth of the ancestral Chesapeake Bay was positioned more to the 
north and closer to the Rappahannock River than it is today. Semi­
open shelf conditions existed near the mouth of the ancestral Rappa­
hannock River. The shoreline of the ancestral bay corresponded with 
the Kilmarnock scarp. As sea level rose, the Kilmarnock scarp and 
the Irvington scarp, which parallels the Rappahannock River, receded.
A  semi-submerged spit grew southward across the mouth of the ancestral 
Rappahannock River. The sand and gravel composing the spit were 
derived from the retreating fastland to the north. Longshore drift
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was to the south. In the lee of the spit restricted estuarine con­
ditions existed and fine muds and sands accumulated on the tidal flats 
and in the salt marshes. Fine sediments also accumulated in the deeper 
portions of the estuary and offshore in the ancestral Bay. Gradually 
the spit and the Kilmarnock shoreline migrated landward over the 
estuarine deposits. Dunes formed on the exposed section of the spit 
and beach and foreshore deposits predominated seaward of the dunes.
The White Stone scarp marks the western boundary of the paleospit com­
plex.
The Kilmarnock shoreline and the Irvington scarp continued to 
recede until sea level reached 14 m (45 ft) in middle Sangamonian 
time (Figure 13A). The Rappahannock River was much wider during the 
Sangamonian Interglacial than it is today.
As sea level fell in late Sangamonian time (Figure 13B), the 
Kilmarnock scarp was notched by minor oscillations of sea level with 
a possible stillstand at approximately 5.5 m (18 ft). As the sea 
retreated from the Kilmarnock scarp the source of sand and gravel 
building the Kilmarnock shoreline was lost. During the regression, a 
thin layer of interbedded tidal flat and erosional lag sediments 
derived from reworked Norfolk Formation was deposited.
By middle to late Wisconsinan time (Figure 13C) sea level 
stood at a minimum low of -93 m (-305 ft) and the Rappahannock River 
was reduced to a meandering stream. During the Holocene transgression 
the Rappahannock River was backfilled with estuarine deposits. Figure 
13D shows the present configuration of the Rappahannock River.
FIGURE 13. Paleogeography of the Lower Rappahannock River Basin in 
middle and late Sangamonian time, middle to late 
Wisconsinan time, and in the present time.
A. Middle Sangamonian time, sea level at approximately 
14 m (45-48 ft).
B. Late Sangamonian time, sea level at approximately 
5 m  (15-20 ft).
C. Middle to late Wisconsinan time, sea level at -93 m 
(-305 ft).
D. Present sea level.
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WELL OR SECTION # W~3
ELEVATION 16 ft.
COLLECTION DATE Summer 1978
SAMPLING METHOD Machine dug. 
COUNTY Lancaster 
LOCATION
QUADRANGLE Irvington
UTM Coordinates: N 416845 E 37216
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.4 1.04
5.04 1.54
4.2 1.28
6.7 2.04
1.6 0.49
Sand, fine, slightly muddy to silty. Light gray with 
orange mottling. Micaceous. Coarsening upward. 
Basal contact gradational.
Clay, fine sandy, silty. Light gray with orange 
mottling. Sand mostly quartz, muscovite and 
opaques. Basal contact gradational.
Sand, fine, 
mottling.
White with orange mottling and gray 
Well sorted. Basal contact gradational.
Sand, silty. Fine to medium grained. Light gray 
with orange mottling. Basal contact gradational
Sand, muddy. Dark gray. Lower unit dark brown, 
organic-rich. Micaceous.
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WELL OR SECTION # w-4_________________________  COLLECTION DATE Summer 1978
ELEVATION 12.5 ft.___________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Machine d u g . _____________________________________________
COUNTY L a n c a s t e r   QUADRANGLE Irvington___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416912 E 37255
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine, slightly muddy to silty. Soil profile
powdery and lumpy. Tan to light gray.
8.0 2.43 Clay, silty and sandy. Light gray with orange
mottling. Laminated mud and sand. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, fine. White with orange mottling.
4.5 1.37 Silt, sandy and clayey. Light gray with orange
mottling. Laminated mud and sand. Basal 
contact gradational.
9.0 2.74 Mud, sandy. Dark brown, organic rich. Plentiful
wood fragments. Stiff consistency. Micaceous. 
Basal contact gradational.
4.5 1.37 Clay, sandy. Dark bluish-gray. Stiff texture.
Fossiliferous. Abundant Rangia cuneata shells.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-1 COLLECTION DATE August 1978
ELEVATION 23 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand a u g e r _____________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster__________________ QUADRANGLE___ Irvington___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417011 E 37245
TOP OF SECTION
THICKNESS
FT. M.
5.5 1.68 Sand, fine to medium, slightly muddy to silty. Light
gray with orange mottling. Predominantly quartz; 
opaques, garnet, horneblende, biotite, and ferricrete
nodule fragments present also. Fining upward
sequence; upper unit is a very fine grained powdery 
sand. Basal contact gradational.
8.5 2.59 Mud, sandy or sandy, clayey silt. Light gray with
orange mottling. Stiff, unworkable texture. Silt 
content high. Increase in sand fraction upward; 
decrease in clay content upwards. Sand mostly quartz 
and ferricrete concretion fragments. Opaques, 
garnet and rounded, very fine grains of glauconite 
present. Occasional well preserved glauconitized 
foram. Basal contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine to medium. White with orange mottling.
Fining upward from medium to fine. Mostly quartz; 
ferricrete nodule fragments and limonitized 
rootlets up to 1.5 cm. diam. present. Opaques, 
garnet, limonite, muscovite, horneblende and 
occasional glauconitized foram also present. Basal 
contact gradational.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-3__________________________  COLLECTION DATE August 1978
ELEVATION 40 ft._______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger___________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster   QUADRANGLE Irvington___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417177 E 37448
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.5 0.46 Sand, fine silty. Light brown. Mostly quartz with
garnet and opaques. Basal contact gradational.
6.5 1.98 Sand, fine, muddy, light gray with orange mottling.
Sand predominantly quartz, opaques, garnet, 
limonite. Clay occurs as gobs. Basal contact 
gradational.
2.5 0.76 Sand, fine to medium, with some silt. Gray with
purple and brown mottling. Trace of pea-sized 
gravel. Poorly sorted. Decrease in sand size 
upward; increase in silt content upward. Composed 
of quartz, opaques, garnet, rounded glauconite grains 
and occasional worn glauconitized forams. Basal 
contact unconformity; Plio-Pleistocene boundary.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine muddy. Olive-gray color, partially due
to high percentage of glauconite grains present.
Sand fraction poorly sorted, mostly fine grained. 
Predominantly quartz, glauconite, opaques, muscovite. 
Glauconite occurs as distinct forams and well 
rounded grains.
6.5 1.98 Silt, fine sandy and clayey. Greenish-gray. Fossil-
iferous. Sand fraction composed of quartz, 
glauconitized forams, large muscovite flakes, 
biotite, and shell material. Shell material consists 
of well preserved forams, echinoid spines and broken, 
unabraded shell fragments. Turritella alticostata 
is present. Basal and upper contacts gradational.
5.5 1.68 Sand, muddy to silty. Greenish-gray. Fossiliferous. 
Same as overlying unit in composition.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-5__________________________  COLLECTION DATE June 1978
ELEVATION 30 ft.________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand A u g e r ____________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster__________________ QUADRANGLE__ Irvington_____________ _____
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417120 E 37246
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.0 0.3 Sand, fine, slightly muddy to silty. Light brown,
powdery. Contains quartz, garnet, opaques.
Basal contact gradational.
2.0 0.6 Sandy, fine, muddy. Gray with orange mottling. Mud
content 10-30%. Sand well sorted; predominantly 
quartz; with opaques, garnet and muscovite. Basal 
contact gradational.
3.5 1.07 Mud, sandy. Light gray with orange mottling. Sand/
mud ratio = 1. Clay content greater than silt 
content. Sand poorly sorted; mostly fine; predomi­
nantly quartz, ferricrete fragments, opaques, garnet, 
muscovite. Many gravel sized ferricrete nodules. 
Basal contact gradational.
2.0 0.61 Sand, fine muddy. Light gray with orange mottling.
Mud content: 10-30%. Mud content increases upward. 
Mostly quartz, ferricrete fragments and root casts, 
opaques, garnets and muscovite. Many gravel-sized 
limonitized root casts. Basal contact gradational.
1.0 0.3 Sand, pebbly and muddy. Gravel: 10%, pea-sized,
mostly quartz. Decrease in gravel content upward. 
Sand poorly sorted, mostly fine-medium-grained; 
predominantly quartz, opaques, ferricrete, garnet, 
muscovite and rounded granules of glauconite. 
Gravel-sized limonitized root casts present in upper 
unit. Basal contact gradational.
4.0 1.22 Mud, very fine sandy. Light gray with orange mottling.
Stiff. Mud content: 70%. Silt clay. Gravel-sized 
limonitized root casts common. Sand mostly quartz, 
ferricrete, glauconite and muscovite. Glauconite 
occurs as well rounded fine grains and as forams. 
Basal contact: Plio-Pleistocene unconformity.
5.5 1.68 Silt, fine sandy with some clay. Dark gray. Mostly
quartz, and glauconite (5-10%); biotite very promi­
nent. Scattered fragments of ferricrete. Basal 
contact gradational.
Well No. H-5 (Cont'd)
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TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
ft. m
1.0 0.3 Silt, fine sandy. Biogragmental. Bluish-green.
Fossiliferous. Contains abundant quartz, 
glauconite (5-10%), biotite and carbonate material. 
Carbonate material is composed of unabraded shell 
hash, forams and echinoid spines.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-6___________________________ COLLECTION DATE August 1978
ELEVATION 16 ft.________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger  ______________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster__________________ QUADRANGLE Irvington_____________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416930 E 37084
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
4.0 1.22 Sand, very fine to fine, slightly muddy to silty.
Light gray with orange mottling. Decrease in clay 
content upward. Powdery at surface. Predominantly 
milky, clear, and Fe-stained quartz. Opaques, garnet, 
muscovite present. Sand fraction well sorted.
Basal contact gradational.
9.0 2.74 Silt, clayey and sandy. Probably laminated mud and
fine sand. Light gray with orange mottling. Mud 
content as high as 85%. Sand mostly ferricrete slabs 
and limonitized root casts. Quartz, opaques, garnets, 
muscovite and very fine glauconite also present.
Basal contact probable erosional surface.
0.5 0.15 Sand, gravelly and muddy, white and gray with orange
mottling. Gravel approx. 30%, mostly pea-sized 
quartz. Sand fraction poorly sorted, mostly fine 
to medium grained; predominantly quartz, opaques, 
muscovite, garnet, occasional ferricrete fragments. 
Basal contact gradational.
2.5 0.76 Sand, fine, white with orange mottling. Coarsening
upward with poor sorting at top of unit. Pre­
dominantly quartz with opaques, garnets, muscovite 
and occasional limonitized root casts. Basal 
contact gradational.
4.0 1.22 Sand, very fine, silty. Dark gray at base, white
with orange mottling in upper unit. Mostly quartz, 
with opaques, garnet, sillimanite and occasional 
ferricrete fragments.
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WELL OR SECTION # h ~ 7_________________________  COLLECTION DATE August 1978
ELEVATION 12 ft.________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger___________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bav__________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416845 E 38000__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
4.5 1.37 Sand, gravelly and muddy. Medium gray with orange
mottling. Gravel approx. 25%, mostly pea-sized 
quartz and chert. Sand fraction poorly sorted, 
mostly fine-medium grained; composed of quartz, opaques, 
glauconite, garnet, limonite and ferricrete.
Galuconite occurs as very fine, rounded grains. Mud 
fraction: silt greater than clay. Fining with 
increase in mud content upward. Basal contact 
gradational.
3.5 1.07 Sand, muddy; probably finely laminated mud and sand.
Gray with orange mottling. Trace of gravel. Mostly 
quartz, ferricrete fragments, opaques, muscovite, 
garnet and very fine, rounded glauconite grains. 
Glauconitized forams also. Mud fraction: silt > 
clay in upper unit. Decrease in clay and mud 
content upward. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Mud, very fine sandy. Highly workable. Mud content
= 60%, clay = silt. Contains large amount of 
sand and gravel sized ferricrete nodules and root 
casts. Sand composed of ferricrete, quartz, opaques, 
well founded glauconite grains and muscovite. Basal 
contact gradational.
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WELL OR SECTION // h-8_________________________  COLLECTION DATE August 1978
ELEVATION 5 ft-,____________________________________________  ___
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Anger___________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE _ Fleets_Bav______________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416848 E 37999__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
4.0 1.22 Sand, gravelly and muddy. Probably laminated clay and
sand with gravel stringers. Light gray with orange 
mottling. Gravel: 10-40%. Mostly quartz and chert 
fragments, pea-sized. Sand, mostly fine to medium 
grained; composed of quartz, opaques, muscovite, 
glauconite and occasional ferricrete fragments. 
Glauconite occurs as worn whole forams and fine 
rounded grains. Basal contact gradational.
3.75 1.14 Sand, very fine, muddy. Light gray with orange
mottling. Mud content: 40%. Stiff consistency, not 
workable. Silt > clay. Sand composed of quartz, 
ferricrete fragments, muscovite, opaques and glauconite. 
Glauconite occurs as well preserved forams and fine 
rounded gains. Increase in sand percentage upward.
Basal content gradational.
4.25 1.30 Mud, very fine sandy. Light gray with orange mottling.
Probably laminated muddy sand and clay. Stiff, 
highly workable. Sand fraction mostly quartz, 
ferricrete fragments, muscovite, opaques, glauconite. 
Glauconite occurs as very fine rounded grains and 
occasional foram. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, very fine muddy. Purple with blue mottling.
Stiff, isolated blue clayey casts. Large amount of 
gravel sized ferricrete fragments. Mud content approx, 
30%. Mostly quartz, opaques, fine rounded glauconite 
grains and muscovite. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Mud, fine sandy. Purplish-gray. Stiff, not workable.
Trace of pea-sized gravel. Sand mostly quartz, 
ferricrete; opaques and very fine well rounded 
glauconite grains also present. Fine wood fragments. 
Basal contact gradational.
0.5 0.15 Clay, fine sandy. Dark-grayish blue. Sand mostly 
quartz, ferricrete fragments, opaques, biotite, 
glauconitized forams.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-9__________________________  COLLECTION DATE August 1978
ELEVATION 55 ft._______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger____________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster__________________ QUADRANGLE__ Irvington____________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417184 E 37464___________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
4.0 1.22 Sand, muddy. White with orange and red mottling.
Medium-grained. Clumped at surface. May be 
road fill.
2.0 0.61 Sand, muddy to clayey. Light gray with faded orange
mottling. Finely laminated mud and sand. Sand 
fraction: medium-grained. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, clayey. Light gray or white with bright
orange mottling. Sand fraction: very fine­
grained. Basal contact gradational.
5.0 1.50 Sand, fine-grained. Bright orange. Clayey lumps.
Ferricrete enriched at base of unit. Basal contact 
is a consolidated ferricrete layer.
2.0 0.61 Sand, fine-grained. Brick red. Trace of gravel.
Basal contact gradational.
1.0 0.30 Sand, muddy. Brick red. Trace of gravel. Basal
contact gradational.
5.0 1.50 Sand, fine-grained. Bright orange. Basal contact
gradational.
4.0 1.22 Sand, gravelly. Medium-grained. Bright orange.
Pea-sized gravel: <10%.
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WELL OR SECTION # h - 10__________________________  COLLECTION DATE August 197ft
ELEVATION 74 ft._______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand A n g e y _________________________
COUNTY Lancaster_________________ QUADRANGLE__ Irvington____________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417182 E 37463
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.75 0.38 Fine sandy soil. Dry, powdery and lumpy. Tan.
Basal contact gradational.
1.25 0.38 Sand, clayey. Tan with strong orange mottling.
Lumpy. Basal contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine-grained. With clayey lumps. Tan with
orange mottling. Color darkens upward. Basal 
contact gradational.
1.25 0.38 Sand, medium-grained. Tan. Well sorted. Basal
contact gradational.
1.75 0.53 Sand, muddy. Medium-grained sand fraction. Light
gray with orange and red mottling. Lumpy. Finely 
laminated sand and mud. Basal contact gradational.
1.00 0.30 Mud, sandy. Gray with orange and red mottling.
Laminated fine sand and mud. Laminations 0.2 cm 
thick. Basal contact gradational.
0.75 0.23 Sand, muddy. Gray with orange and red mottling.
Interbedded sand and mud. Basal contact gradational.
0.75 0.23 Mud, sandy. Gray with orange and red mottling.
Finely laminated sand and clay. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.50 0.34 Clay, sandy. Gray with orange mottling. Finely
laminated sand and clay. Basal contact gradational.
4.0 1.22 Sand, fine-grained. Upper contact brown with yellow
and gray mottling. Most of unit is gray or white 
with orange mottling. Powdery texture. Basal 
contact gradational.
1.50 0.46 Sand, muddy. Light gray with strong orange and red
mottling. Abundant ferricrete concretions. Basal 
contact probable unconformity between two pre- 
Sangamon Pleistocene units.
2.25 0.68 Sand, muddy. Bright orange. Poorly sorted. Basal
contact gradational.
15.25 4.60 Sand, gravelly. Brick red. Gravel: pea-sized to 3 cm
diam.; trace of gravel to 10%. Fining upward.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-ll_________________________ COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 29 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger_____________________________________________ _____
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Irvington___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416754 E 37523 __________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine muddy. Light gray with orange mottling.
1.5 0.46 Sand, fine silty. Light gray with orange mottling.
1.5 0.46 Sand, fine muddy. Light gray with orange mottling.
1.0 0.30 Sand, fine silty. White with orange mottling.
3.0 0.91 Clay and sand. Laminated. Light gray with orange
mottling. Abundant ferricrete concretions and 
root casts.
7.0 2.13 Mud, sandy. Probably laminated clay and sand. Light
gray with brick red orange mottling. Ferricrete 
concretions and root casts very abundant and tough. 
Local sand lenses. Concretionary zone.
Iron pan layer. Crunchy.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-12_______________________  COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 40 ft.___________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand A u g e r ______________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Irvington__________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416687 E 37645_________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.0 0.61 Sand, muddy. Brown with orange mottling. Mud content
increases upward. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, medium. White with some orange mottling. Unit
fines upward. Basal contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, gravelly. White or gray with orange mottling.
Sand fines upward from coarse to medium. Gravel 
content decreases upward. Basal contact gradational
2.0 0.61 Sand, white to gray, with orange mottling. Coarsening 
upward from fine to coarse.
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WELL OR SECTION // h -13________________________  COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 30 ft._____________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger
COUNTY Lancaster_________________ QUADRANGLE Irvington_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416715 E 37622________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.5 0.76 Sand, muddy. Dark brown. Fining upward. Basal
contact gradational.
0.5 0.15 Sand, gravelly and muddy. White with orange mottling.
Sand coarse, gravel up to 3 cm. diam. Basal contact 
gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, medium. Tan.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-14________________________ COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 19 ft._______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger______
COUNTY Lancaster_________________ QUADRANGLE___ Irvington___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416790 E 37448 ______ _______
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.5 1.07 Sand, silty to slightly muddy. Gray with orange
mottling. Decrease in mud content upwards.
Basal contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, clayey. Gray with orange mottling. Sand
fraction fines upward. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, silty. Gray with orange mottling. Basal
contact gradational.
3.25 0.99 Sand, fine to medium. Tan or white with orange
mottling. Fining upward. Well sorted. Basal 
contact gradational.
2.75 0.84 Sand, coarse, pebbly. Tan. Gravel approx. 5%,
pea-sized.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-15_________________________ COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
.ELEVATION 40 ft.____________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger_________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Irvington_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416674 E 37740________________ _
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.5 0.46 Sand, slightly muddy. Bright orange. Powdery and
lumpy. Basal contact gradational.
8.0 2.44 Sand, fine to medium. White with greenish tint.
Very high opaque mineral content. Well sorted. 
Basal contact gradational.
3.5 1.07 Sand, gravelly. Sand medium to coarse. Gravel,
pea-sized, 5-25%. Basal contact gradational.
0.5 0.15 Sand, medium. Tan.
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WELL OR SECTION // h -16__________________________ COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 34 ft._______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand A u g e r ______ ______________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Irvington___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416734 E 37566__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.5 1.07 Sand, slightly muddy. Brown-orange. Lumpy. Basal
contact gradational.
7.0 2.13 Sand, fine to medium. Silty at base. Tan to
orange. Basal contact gradational.
2.5 0.76 Sand, muddy. Dark bluish-gray. Basal contact
gradational. (Mixed layers of white sand and 
bluish-gray sandy mud).
0.5 0.15 Mud or clay. Light blue.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-17_________________________ COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 21 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD  Hand A u g e r _____________________________________________
COUNTY L a n c a s t e r   QUADRANGLE Irvington__________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416758 E 37444
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
4.5 1.37 Sand, slightly muddy to silty. Light gray with orange
mottling. Silt > clay. Lumpy. Basal contact 
gradational.
2.5 0.76 Clay and sand. Laminated. Light gray with orange
mottling. Basal contact gradational.
2.25 0.68 Sand, muddy medium. Light gray with orange mottling.
Mud content increases upward. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.75 0.53 Sand, fine to medium. White. Fining upward. Basal
contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, coarse, gravelly. White with minor orange
mottling. Gravel, pea-sized, approx. 5%. Basal 
contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Clay, sandy. Light gray with orange mottling.
Workable. Basal contact gradational.
2.75 0.84 Sand, silty. Fine-medium grained. Light gray with
orange mottling. Basal contact gradational.
1.75 0.53 Sand, coarse. Poorly sorted. Dark gray.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-18  COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 38 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger___________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster________________  QUADRANGLE Irvington_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417155 E 37394
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
6.5 1.98 Sand, fine to medium, slightly silty. White with orange
mottling. Slight fining upward. Sand composed of 
quartz, opaques, garnet, rounded glauconite grains. 
Basal gravelly lag deposit, 0.25 ft. thick. Gravel 
pea-sized and Fe-stained.
6.25 1.90 Mud, very fine sandy. Light gray with orange mottling.
Sand = 36%, Silt = 40%, Clay = 24%. Sand composed of 
quartz, ferricrete fragments (platy grains and small 
rounded grains), opaques, plentiful glauconite, large 
muscovite flakes. Glauconite occurs as forams and 
fine, rounded grains. Abundant limonitized root 
casts. Continuous with overlying strata. Basal 
contact unconformity; Plio-Pleistocene boundary.
3.25 0.99 Silt, sandy and clayey. Dark gray. Sand = 26%,
Silt = 57%, Clay = 17%. Sand fine to very fine. 
Becomes bioclastic sandy mud with depth. Fossili- 
ferous. Consists of quartz, glauconite, muscovite, 
opaques, biotite, calcitic forams, echinoid spines 
and shell fragments. No ferricrete.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-19_________________________ COLLECTION DATE Nov. 1978
ELEVATION 20 ft.___________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand A u g e r ___
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Irvington___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416957 E 37152__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.5 1.07 Sand, fine to very fine. Brown at surface, orange at
depth. Mostly quartz, garnet, muscovite and 
occasional ferricrete fragments. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.0 0.30 Sand, fine, muddy. Light bluish-gray with bright
orange mottling. Stiff and workable. Mud content 
approx. 30%. Basal contact gradational.
8.0 2.44 Silt, clayey and slightly sandy. Probably laminated
mud and sand. Light gray with orange mottling.
Sand fraction mostly platy ferricrete nodules and 
limonitized root casts. Also quartz, opaques, garnet, 
muscovite present. Occasional glauconitized forams 
and rounded glauconite grains. Basal contact 
gradational.
0.5 0.15 Sand, fine muddy. Light gray with orange mottling.
Contains quartz, opaques, garnet, muscovite, and 
ferricrete fragments. Basal contact gradational.
1.0 0.30 Sand, fine silty. Light gray with orange mottling.
Well sorted. Mostly quartz, opaques, garnet, and 
muscovite. Basal contact gradational.
2.5 0.76 Sand, poorly sorted. Tan. Trace of gravel and silt.
Gravel mostly pea-sized quartz and chert fragments. 
Sand mostly fine to medium grained. Composed of 
quartz, garnet, muscovite, opaques, with a trace of 
ferricrete. Basal contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, medium. Mixed tan and dark gray with orange 
mottling. Trace of pea-sized gravel. Sand mostly 
quartz, opaques, some muscovite; trace of ferricrete.
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WELL OR SECTION // h -20 COLLECTION DATE D ec. 1978
ELEVATION ____________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger_________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster________________  QUADRANGLE Irvington_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416878 E 37763___________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.5 0.76 Sand, coarse, gravelly. Slightly muddy near surface.
White with strong orange mottling. Poorly sorted. 
Basal contact gradational.
5.5 1.68 Sand, fine to medium. Tan or gray with orange
mottling. High concentration of opaque minerals. 
Micaceous.
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WELL OR SECTION # h -21_________________________ COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION ________________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger_______________________ _______________________ ____
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bav_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416871 E 37863__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine muddy. Stiff, workable. Mostly quartz,
opaques, muscovite, garnet, and fine rounded 
glauconite grains. Clay content high. Basal 
contact gradational.
2.5 0.76 Sand, slightly muddy to silty. Light purplish-
gray with some orange streaking. Trace of pea­
sized gravel. Sand mostly quartz; with opaques, 
glauconite and large muscovite flakes also. 
Glauconite occurs as well preserved forams and 
granules. Increase in mud and gravel content 
upward. Gravel composed of quartz and chert 
fragments. Basal contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine. Light bluish-green to olive. Consists
of quartz, muscovite, opaques, glauconite, garnet 
Glauconite occurs as well preserved, plentiful 
forams and granules.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-22_________________________ COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION 30 ft._____________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger_________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster_________________  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay__________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416878 E 37837__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
5.0 1.5 Sand. Dark brown to black at surface, purple to gray
with depth. Poorly sorted. Pebbly and silty. 
Organic-rich, sulphur smell at surface.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-23______________________  COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION 35 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger___________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster__________________ QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay__________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416882 E 37835__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.5 0.76 Sand, slightly silty. Medium to dark brown with some
brick-red mottling. Pea-sized gravel scattered 
throughout and forms basal layer. Basal contact 
gradational. Organic-rich.
3.0 0.91 Sand, medium. Trace of pea-sized quartz gravel.
Light gray to tan with orange mottling. Mostly 
quartz, opaques, garnets and glauconitized forams 
and granules. Basal contact gradational.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-24________________________ COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION 40 ft._______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger__________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416884 E 37830
TOP OF SECTION
THICKNESS
FT. M.
3.5 1.07 Sand, muddy. Orangish-brown. Decrease in mud content
upward. Basal contact gradational.
1.75 .53 Sand, gravelly. Brick-red. Poorly sorted. Sand
mostly fine to medium grained. Basal contact 
gradational.
0.75 .23 Sand, gravelly and muddy. Orange. Basal contact
gradational.
3.5 1.07 Sand. Fine to medium. Strong orange mottling on 
bluish-olive.
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WELL OR SECTION // H~25________________________  COLLECTION DATE Dec- 1928
ELEVATION 21 ft._____________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand A u g e r ______________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416876 E 37844
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.0 0.30 Mud, sandy. Organic-rich, dark brown to black.
Incompetent strata. Basal contact gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, muddy and gravelly. Gravel, approx. 5-10%,
pea-sized quartz and chert. Sand mostly fine 
grained; quartz, opaques, garnet. Clay content 
increases upward. Basal contact gradational.
5.5 1.68 Sand, fine. Silty to slightly muddy. Pale olive
with bright orange mottling. Mostly quartz, 
opaques, muscovite, glauconite, garnet, limonite 
Glauconite occurs as plentiful well preserved 
forams and granules.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-26  COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION ________________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger____________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster________________  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416830 E 37882_____
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.5 1.07 Sand, gravelly. Tan. Pea-sized gravel, 5-10%.
Sand poorly sorted, mostly fine to medium grained; 
mostly quartz; also opaques and garnet. Basal 
contact gradational.
2.5 0.76 Sand, silty, fine to medium. Trace of pea-sized
gravel. Dark bluish-green with orange mottling.
Silt approx. 5-10%. Mostly quartz, opaques, 
garnet and glauconite. Glauconite occurs as 
forams and granules.
0.5 0.15 Sand, fine muddy. Dark bluish-green with orange
mottling. Trace of pea-sized gravel. Mostly quartz; 
also opaques, garnet, muscovite and glauconitized 
forams. Upper and lower contacts gradational.
3.5 1.07 Sand, gravelly, silty. Bluish-green. Gravel, pea­
sized, approx. 5-10%, composed of quartz and chert. 
Sand fraction mostly quartz; also opaques, garnet, 
and glauconitized forams.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-2 7  COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION _______________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand A u g e r ____________________________________________
COUNTY Irvington________________ QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417187 E 37460
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
4.0 1.2 Sand, muddy and gravelly. Black lumps and nodules.
Medium brown. Probably slump material or road fill.
8.5 2.6 Sand, medium. White-tan with light orange mottling. 
Trace of pea-sized gravel. Mostly quartz with 
opaques and garnet also.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-28______________________  COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION 13 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger__________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416743 E 37983
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.5 0.76 Sand, silty to slightly muddy. Fine to medium grained.
Pea-sized gravel, approx. 5%, composed of quartz and 
chert. Base of unit is sand; grades upward into 
muddy and then silty sand. Poorly sorted. Sand 
composed of quartz, opaques, garnet and fine muscovite 
Basal contact gradational.
1.0 0.30 Gravel, sandy. Gravel approx. 60%; mostly pea-sized
quartz and irregularly shaped rock fragments. Sand 
mostly fine, predominantly quartz; also opaques, 
garnet. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, gravelly. Medium grained. Strong orange mottling,
Gravel pea-sized, consists of quartz, chert, , 
ferricrete nodules and possible worn shell fragments. 
Percentage of gravel decreases upward from approx.
20% to 5%. Sand, fine to coarse grained (averages 
medium); mostly quartz, opaques, garnet, muscovite 
and glauconite granules. Basal contact gradational.
10.0 3.05 Sand, fine muddy. Trace of pea-sized gravel. Mud
approx. 40%. Sand fraction mostly quartz, opaques, 
glauconite, opaques, muscovite. Upper 3 ft. 
contains abundant ferricrete granules and plates.
Lower 7 ft. has olive hue; devoid of ferricrete; 
abundant glauconite. Glauconite occurs as forams 
and granules. Muscovite as large flakes.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-29__________________________ COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION 11 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD  Hand A u g e r ____
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N416689 E 38098__________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.0 0.3 Sand, fine, silty. Tan. Silt approx. 15%. Poorly
sorted. Mostly quartz, ferricrete fragments, rock 
fragments (metamorphic). Basal contact gradational.
1.0 0.3 Sand, fine, muddy. Grayish brown. Trace of gravel.
Clumpy texture. Sand mostly quartz; also opaques, 
tabular ferricrete fragments, garnet, metamorphic 
rock fragments. Basal contact gradational.
2.0 0.61 Sand, gravelly and silty. Gravel, 5-10%, mostly pea­
sized quartz and rock fragments. Sand mostly fine. 
Quartz predominates; also opaques, muscovite, garnet 
and metamorphic rock fragments. Fining upward.
Basal contact gradational.
1.0 0.3 Sand, gravelly. Dirty brown. Pea-sized gravel up to
40%. Sand, fine to coarse. Fining upward. Mostly 
quartz; some rock fragments, garnet and opaques. 
Basal contact gradational.
1.75 0.3 Gravel, sandy. Dirty brown interbedded sandy gravel
and gravelly sand. Silty. Gravel mostly pea-sized 
quartz, feldspar and rock fragments; maximum diam.
= 2 cm. Sand averages medium; mostly quartz, 
opaques and garnet. Fining upward.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-30  COLLECTION DATE Dec. 1978
ELEVATION 13 ft.______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger____________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416780 E 37901
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine muddy. Brown at surface, gray with orange
mottling at depth. Trace of pea-sized gravel.
Mostly quartz; also opaques, garnet, glauconite gran­
ules, occasional horneblende, sillimanite and 
tourmaline. Increase, followed by decrease in clay 
content upwards. Basal contact gradational.
1.25 0.38 Sand, fine. Grayish-tan. Basal gravel layer.
Mostly quartz; with opaques, garnets and sillimanite
9.25 2.82 Mud, sandy. Possibly laminated mud and sand. Light
bluish-gray with orange and red mottling. Sand, 
fine-medium grained; mostly quartz, limonite and 
ferricrete. Ferricrete fragments fine upward; 
occur as platy, bulbous and branching nodules. 
Abundant glauconitized forams and granules present. 
Opaques and muscovite also present.
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WELL OR SECTION // h - 31________________________  COLLECTION DATE March 1979
ELEVATION 4 ft.________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger
COUNTY L a n c a s t e r   QUADRANGLE Fleets Bav___________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417025 E 38310_________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.0 0.3 Sand, fine, silty. Dark brown, organic-rich. Trace
of pea-sized gravel. Basal contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, fine muddy. Tannish-gray. Clay content decreases
upward. Mostly quartz, some opaques and garnet.
Basal contact gradational.
1.8 0.53 Sand. Tannish-gray. Fining upward from medium to
fine, silty sand. Mostly quartz; some opaques, 
garnet. Basal contact gradational.
0.3 0.08 Sand, coarse, gravelly. Tannish-gray with bright
orange mottling. Gravel, pea-sized, mostly quartz 
and chert. Sand, poorly sorted, mostly quartz, 
some opaques, garnet, glauconitized forams and 
granules, and horneblende. Basal contact gradational
4.0 1.22 Sand, fine muddy. Trace of gravel. Stiff, high clay
content. Probably laminated fine sand and clay or 
mud. Light bluish-gray with orange and red mottling. 
Sand mostly quartz, limonite and ferricrete nodules. 
Also glauconite, opaques, garnet, horneblende, 
muscovite, sillimanite.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-32________________________ COLLECTION DATE March, 1979
ELEVATION 3 ft.________________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD  Hand Auger _____________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416865 E 38216 _________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.0 0.61 Sand, fine to medium, silty. Trace of pea-sized
gravel. Light to dark brown. High organic content. 
Mostly quartz; also opaques, horneblende, garnet and 
glauconite. Basal contact gradational.
2.5 0.76 Sand, muddy and gravelly. Light-bluish gray with
orange mottling. Gravel: approx. 5-15%; mostly
pea-sized quartz, chert and ferricrete fragments.
Sand; mostly fine to medium grained; quartz pre­
dominates , also ferricrete, opaques, garnet, 
horneblende and glauconite granules. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.0 0.30 Sand, medium. Tan. Trace of pea-sized gravel. Well
sorted. Mostly quartz; also opaques, garnet, horne­
blende, limonite and glauconite granules. Basal 
contact gradational.
1.5 0.46 Sand, gravelly. Poorly sorted. Sand mostly fine to
medium grained; composed of quartz; also opaques, 
garnet, glauconite granules and horneblende. Basal 
contact gradational. Gravel: pea-sized; approx. 10%.
1.5 0.46 Sand, gravelly with mud and silt. Light bluish-gray
with strong brick red mottling. Gravel: 5-10%, 
pea-sized quartz and chert fragments. Sand mostly 
quartz; opaques, garnet and glauconitized forams.
Basal contact gradational.
2.0 0.61 Sand, gravelly. Bright red. Gravel: up to 40%; mostly
pea-sized quartz, chert and worn shell fragments.
Sand fraction poorly sorted, mostly quartz and ferri­
crete fragments; also glauconite, opaques, garnet, 
some horneblende. Glauconite occurs as well preserved 
forams.
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WELL OR SECTION # h-88____________________  COLLECTION DATE Marrh , 1979
ELEVATION 5 _______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger__________________________________________________
COUNTY Lanr.astp.r_______________  QUADRANGLE Fleets Ray_________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N AT 6666 F. 88280________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, gravelly and muddy. Bluish-gray with orange
mottling. Gravel: 5-30%; mostly quartz, feldspar 
and chert fragments. Gravel decreases in percentage 
upward. Sand mostly quartz; also opaques, garnet, 
fine muscovite. Basal contact gradational.
0.5 0.15 Sand, gravelly. Tannish-gray. Gravel: 25%, mostly
quartz, feldspar, ferricrete and possible worn shell 
fragments; pea-sized. Sand mostly fine; predominantly 
quartz; also opaques, garnet, ferricrete and some 
horneblende. Basal contact gradational.
2.0 0.61 Sand, medium to coarse. Tannish-gray. Trace of pea­
sized gravel. Mostly quartz; also opaques, garnet, 
glauconite, limonite and minor amounts of ferricrete 
fragments. Glauconite occurs as fine rounded grains 
and occasional foram. Basal contact abrupt.
1.5 0.46 Sand, fine muddy. Trace of pea-sized gravel. Oxidized
brick red. Sand mostly quartz and ferricrete frag­
ments; also opaques, glauconite, muscovite, biotite 
and sillimanite. Glauconite occurs as granules and 
occasional foram. Basal contact gradational.
0,5 0.16 Sand, muddy and gravelly. Dark gray. Mud approx. 10%.
Gravel approx. 30%: pea-sized quartz, chert and possible 
extremely well rounded shell remains (coral?). Sand 
fraction poorly sorted; mostly quartz with abundant 
ferricrete fragments and glauconite. Large muscovite 
flakes common; also opaques, horneblende and biotite. 
Glauconite occurs as well preserved forams and 
fine granules.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-34________________________  COLLECTION DATE March 1979
ELEVATION 8 ft.____________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger__________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster________________  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416749 E 38175
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, muddy and gravelly. Brownish-orange. Gravel:
approx. 5%; mostly pea-sized quartz, chert, and 
broken abraded shell fragments. Silty at base. 
Amount of clay increases upward. Mud approx. 15%. 
Sand, fine to medium, mostly quartz; also opaques, 
garnet, horneblende and sillimanite. Basal 
contact gradational.
2.0 0.61 Sand, gravelly. Light gray with orange mottling.
Gravel: 15-50%; percentage decreases upward; 
mostly pea-sized quartz and chert fragments; up 
to 3 cm diam.; sporadic abraded coral? fragments. 
Sand; medium grained; mostly quartz; also opaques, 
garnet, and glauconitized forams. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.0 0.3 Sand, medium, gravelly. Gravel: <10%; mostly quartz
and chert; pea-sized. Tan and gray mottled. Sand 
coarsens upward; mostly quartz; also opaques and 
glauconitized forams; some garnet. Silty at 
base: 5-10%.
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WELL OR SECTION // H-35________________________  COLLECTION DATE March 19 79
ELEVATION 6 ft._______________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger__________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bav__________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416480 E 38295________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, muddy, medium. Brownish-orange. Silt content
decreases upward. Trace of pea-sized gravel. 
Mostly quartz; also minor amounts of opaques and 
garnet. Basal contact gradational.
3.25 0.99 Sand, coarse, gravelly. Gray with orange mottling.
Poorly sorted. Interbedded mud and sand with 
gravelly layers. Gravel: <10%; pea-sized quartz 
and chert. Sand mostly quartz; also opaques and 
glauconite. Basal contact gradational.
0.50 0.15 Sand, fine, light blue. Mostly quartz.
0.75 0.13 Sand, fine muddy. Bright orange. 30% mud. Mostly
quartz and ferricrete fragments; also opaques, garnet 
and glauconite. Upper and lower contacts 
gradational.
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WELL OR SECTION // h-36________________________  COLLECTION DATE March 1979
ELEVATION 20 ft.___________________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD Hand Auger  ____________________________________________
COUNTY L a n c a s t e r   QUADRANGLE Irvington__________________
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 417062 E 37394________________________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.75 1.14 Sand, slightly muddy. Gray with orange mottling.
Silt content > clay. Mud approx. 10-15%. Silty 
at base of unit. Basal contact gradational.
4.25 1.30 Mud, sandy. Laminated muddy sand and clay. Light
gray with orange mottling. Stiff. High clay 
content. Basal contact gradational.
4.5 1.37 Mud, slightly sandy. Light bluish-gray with orange
mottling. Abundant ferricrete concretions. Basal 
contact gradational.
1.0 0.30 Sand, muddy. Trace of gravel. Sand: coarse grained
Ferricrete concretions present. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.5 0.46 Mud, sandy. Light bluish-gray with orange mottling.
Ferricrete concretions present. Basal contact 
gradational.
1.0 0.30 Mud, gray.
1.0 0.30 Peat, muddy. Dark brown.
0.5 0.15 Mud. Dark brown to dark gray.
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WELL OR SECTION # H-37
ELEVATION 15 ft.
COLLECTION DATE July 19 79
SAMPLING METHOD _  
COUNTY Lancaster 
LOCATION
Hand Auger
UTM Coordinates:
QUADRANGLE _
N 416435 E 37962
Irvington
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
1.00 0.30 Sand, silty. Sand fraction: fine grained. Tan.
Possible road fill.
1.50 0.46 Sand, slightly muddy. Brick red. Probable road
fill.
2.00 0.61 Sand, medium-grained. Brick red to orange. Slightly
muddy near base of unit. Basal contact gradational
1.00 0.30 Sand, fine-medium grained. Tan to brown. Fining
upward. Well sorted. Basal contact gradational.
1.50 0.46 Sand, gravelly. Brick red. Gravel: pea-sized;
10-15%. Sand fraction fines upward. Muddy at 
base of unit. Gravel content increases upward. 
Basal contact probable bedding plane.
3.5 1.07 Sand; muddy or clayey. Gray with brick red mottling.
Laminated sand and clay. Sand fraction: fine- 
medium grained. Mud or clay content decreases 
upward. Stiff consistency. Basal contact 
gradational.
2.5 0.76 Clay, sandy. Gray with orange mottling. Stiff
consistency. Basal contact gradational.
1.0 0.30 Clay, silty. Dark bluish-gray. Fossiliferous.
Contains Rangia cuneata shells.
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WELL OR SECTION # N-l___________________________ COLLECTION DATE
ELEVATION 13.5 f i-.____________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD _________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster  QUADRANGLE Irvington_______
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416720 E 37385_____________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
0.3 1.0 Sand, fine, slightly muddy. Tan to orange. Mud
content decreases upward. Continuous with soil 
profile. Structureless.
6.2 1.89 Silt, sandy and clayey. Light gray with orange
mottling. Blocky texture in weathered outcrop.
Finely laminated sand, silt and clay. Upper 
contact gradational with decreasing amounts of 
mud upward.
0.6 0.18 Sand, medium to coarse grained. White with orange
and red mottling. Ferricrete horizon at base of 
unit. Upper contact gradational.
0.4 0.12 Sandy and clayey silt. Gray with orange mottling.
Sandy at base, increasing amount of mud upward.
Upper contact is a distinct bedding plane marked 
by ferricrete layer.
1.0 0.30 Sand, fine-medium grained. Massive. Very irregular
undulatory boundaries. Thickness of bed varies 
from .7 m to .2m. Brick red. Upper contact 
gradational.
0.8 0.23 Sandy and clayey silt. Light gray with orange mottling.
Blocky texture. Plastic. Upper contact truncated, 
marked by undulatory layer of ferricrete, 0.5-1.0 
cm thick.
3.0 0.91 Sand, very fine, silty and slightly clayey. Whitish-
gray with yellow mottling. Blocky texture. Plastic 
when wet. Upper contact gradational.
1.0 0.30 Yorktown Formation. Exposed as platform below high
tide line. Brick red, semi-consolidated and resistant 
Impregnated with limonite cement. Leached of CaC0 3 . 
Terrigenous gravel cemented into the formation.
Fresh samples are bluish-gray bioclastic silty sand.
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WELL OR SECTION // n-4_________________________ COLLECTION DATE
ELEVATION 31.5 ft.________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD _________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster__________________ QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay____
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416405 E 37938____________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.3 1.0 Structureless soil profile. Sandy with scattered
pebbles.
1.8 0.55 Gravel, sandy. Tan and orange mottled. Bedding
indistinct. Gravel: mostly pea-sized or finer; 
composed of quartz, chert, rock fragments, ironstone 
fragments and feldspar. Sand fraction: medium to 
coarse grained. Overall fining upward. Upper 
contact gradational.
6.4 1.95 Sand, gravelly. White to tan with orange mottling.
Sand fraction: fine-grained. Gravel: pea-sized to
2 cm diam.; iron stained. Planar cross-bedding: 
cross-sets parallel, horizontal and even, 5 to 15 
cm thick. Bedding appears to be cyclic with alter­
nating beds of sandy gravel and gravelly fine-medium 
sand. Intermittant beds of fine to very fine, 
brick red sand which exhibits ripple laminations 
and sand wave-like structures. Upper contact is a 
bedding plane.
2.6 0.8 Sand and clay. Tan to orange. Sand predominates:
medium grained. Structureless. Clay occurs only 
near base of unit as planar, lenticular lenses,
3 cm thick. Overall coarsening upward. Upper 
contact gradational.
5.6 1.7 Laminated clay and silty sand. Dark bluish-gray.
Clay occurs in thin planar beds of irregular 
thickness, <3 cm thick. Silty sand occurs as fine 
stringers or flasers, <1 cm thick. Sand beds thin 
upward. Clay predominates throughout unit. Exten­
sively bioturbated with multi-oriented burrows,
.5 to .2 cm diam. Sporadic plant fragments. Grades 
upward into a dark bluish-gray, poorly sorted, coarse 
structureless, gravelly sand. Gravel concentrated 
along upper boundary. Gravel pea-sized. Upper 
contact bioturbated.
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Well No. N-4 (Cont’d)
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.0 0.91 Sand, silty. Gray. Massively bedded. Orange dis­
coloration around possible burrow infillings. 
Contains sporadic limonitized root casts, wood 
fragments (<3 cm diam.), and molds and casts of 
Mercenaria. Original shell material is dissolved 
and unreplaced. Upper contact is a bedding plane.
1.2 0.36 Sand, muddy. Light gray. Highly resistant, massive
bed. Packed with limonite replaced burrows and 
shells. Sand inclusions bordered by limonite 
precipitant. Upper boundary is a highly irregular, 
undulatory, bioturbated, bedding plane.
3.1 0.95 Sand and clay. Sand is white, well sorted and medium
grained. Sand occurs in isolated, cross-laminated 
lenses (trough cross-sets?), .15 m thick or is 
massive. Clay is gray; finely laminated; occurs as 
flasers, as undulatory or wavy stringers between 
sand layers. Laminated clay and sand zones of 
flasers are <3 cm thick. Clay-lined, sub-vertical 
burrows, 1-3 cm diam., 13 m in length cross cut the 
strata. (Thalassinoides? burrow). Upper contact 
is bioturbated.
2.1 0.64 Sand, coarse, muddy. Gray. Massive. Bioturbated
with clay filled burrows. Plastic consistency. 
Contains scattered wood fragments. Pea-sized gravel 
disseminated throughout. Pea-sized gravel concen­
trated along lower boundary. Upper contact is a 
bedding plane marked by a thin layer (3 cm) of 
finely laminated clay.
2.4 0.73 Peat. Dark brown. Consists of two intergradational
facies:
(1) a lower woody substrate with clay mottles. 
Contains fallen logs, stumps and knees of 
cypress. Extensively bioturbated; structureless; 
clay filled burrows, 1-2 cm diam.
(2) an upper brownish gray peaty, sandy, clay with 
bluish-gray clayey inclusions. Mottled; bio­
turbated, clay filled burrows. Contains a trace 
of pea-sized gravel and coarse sand. Poorly 
sorted.
Upper contact is a distinct bedding plane.
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WELL OR SECTION // N-5___________________________ COLLECTION DATE
ELEVATION 33.5 ft.________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD __________________ _______________________________
COUNTY Lancaster__________________ QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416377 E 37963____________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.3 1.0 Structureless soil profile. Sandy with scattered
pebbles.
2.5 0.76 Sand. Irregular planar bedding. Tan with orange
mottling. Upper contact gradational.
2.4 0.73 Gravel, sandy. Brick red. Sand fraction: coarse
grained. Semi-consolidated with limonite cement. 
Planar bedding: beds 5-10 cm thick. Possibly 
cross-laminated. Gravel: pea-sized to 4 cm. diam.: 
mostly quartz, chert, ironstone fragments, rock 
fragments and feldspar; angular. Distinct bedding 
plane forms upper boundary.
2.1 0.64 Gravel, sandy. Orange mottled. Planar cross-bedding:
cross sets 5-10 cm thick. Alternating beds and 
cross-laminations of sandy gravel and fine to medium 
grained sand. Gravel: pea-sized; composed of 
quartz, chert, ironstone fragments, rock fragments 
and feldspar. Upper boundary is a distinct bedding 
plane marked by a convoluted layer of ironstone,
1-2 cm thick.
3.6 1.10 Sand, fine to medium-grained. With scattered gravelly
sand lenses 3 cm thick. Opaque mineral laminae 
prominent. Lower unit exhibits planar cross-bedding 
with cross-sets 5-10 cm thick. Upper unit is trough 
cross-bedded with ripple laminations and sand waves. 
Coarsening in grain size upward. Upper contact is a 
distinct bedding plane.
0.1 0.03 Silt, fine sandy, clayey. Purplish-brown. Finely
laminated; fissile texture. Upper contact is a 
distinct bedding plane.
3.3 1.00 Interbedded gravelly sand and sandy gravel. White with
orange mottling. Gravel: pea-sized; mostly quartz, 
chert and ironstone fragments. Sand fraction: fine 
to medium-grained. Planar cross-bedding: horizontal, 
parallel and even cross-sets, 5-10 cm thick; locally 
pinch out. Upper boundary is a distinct bedding 
plane.
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Well No. N-5 (Cont’d)
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
5.6 1.70 Interbedded clay and fine silty sand. Dark bluish-
gray. Clay layers are 1-3 cm thick; sand layers 
are less than 0.5 cm thick. Thickness of beds 
decreases upward. Bioturbated: multi-oriented 
burrows less than 0.5 cm diam. The upper 20 cm 
of this unit is oxidized bright orange and massively 
bedded. The upper boundary is marked by a thin 
layer (<5 cm) of pea-sized gravel.
1.3 0.40 Sand, muddy. Gray. Massive, strongly bioturbated.
Sand fraction: medium-grained. Clay mottled; clay 
filled burrows. Wood fragments <3 cm diam. 
Limonitized root casts (0.5 cm diam.). Upper 
contact is a distinct bedding plane.
2.0 0.60 Sand, muddy. Gray with extensive orange mottling.
Intensively bioturbated: burrows and bivalves 
replaced by limonite. Abundant ferricrete concre­
tions. Semi-consolidated. Resistant. Structureless 
Mottled clay and sand pockets. Upper contact 
gradational.
3.0 0.91 Sand, fine to medium-grained with clay. Clay is gray
and occurs as thin lenses, flasers, and cross-laminae 
Sand is white, well sorted and occurs as cross­
laminated lenses, .15 m thick. Clay lined vertical 
burrows, 1-3 cm diam. (Thalassinoides burrow?).
Upper contact is a bioturbated bedding plane.
1.6 0.50 Sand, muddy. Medium gray with orange mottling. Sand
fraction: fine to medium-grained. Massive. Bio­
turbated: burrows have ferricrete linings. Upper 
contact gradational.
0.6 0.2 Sand, coarse gravelly. Clayey. Light grayish-purple.
Gravel: 2 cm diam. Isolated wood fragments. Poorly 
sorted. Structureless. Upper contact gradational.
1.0 0.30 Sand, coarse. White to light gray. Trace of pea­
sized gravel. Massive. Poorly sorted. Upper 
contact gradational.
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WELL OR SECTION // N-6  COLLECTION DATE
ELEVATION 40.0 ft.______________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD ____________________________________________________
COUNTY L a n c a s t e r _______  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416485 E 37865
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
4.9 1.5 Structureless soil profile. Sandy with scattered
gravel.
1.6 0.5 Sand, fine to medium-grained. White with orange
mottling. Slightly irregular planar bedding.
Thickness of bedding decreases upward from 10 to 3 cm. 
Red laminae separate adjacent beds. Possibly cross­
laminated. Upper contact gradational.
5.6 2.0 Sand, fine to medium-grained. White with orange
mottling. Planar cross-bedding. Cross-sets: 
parallel, horizontal and even; 15 cm thick.
Upper contact gradational.
5.6 1.7 Sand, fine to coarse, gravelly. White with orange
mottling. Planar cross-bedding. Cross-sets: parallel 
horizontal and even; 10 cm thick. Opaque mineral 
laminations common. Intermittant ripple laminated 
cross-sets. Intermittent, semi-consolidated, very 
fine sand beds with ripple laminations. Gravel: pea­
sized. Upper contact gradational.
3.2 0.98 Sand. White to olive. Massive. Bioturbated. Muddy
at base. Discontinuous mud stringers. Muddy sand 
grades upward into massively bedded, white sand 
with opaque mineral ripple laminations. Upper 
contact gradational.
0.4 0.12 Laminated clay and fine sand. Light grayish-olive
with orange mottling. Bioturbed with semi-vertical 
burrows, 1 cm diam. Clay content diminishes upward. 
Upper contact gradational.
4.0 1.22 Sand, gravelly with muddy matrix. White and olive
mottled. Semi-consolidated. Bedding massive due to 
bioturbation. Gravel: pea-sized to 2 cm diam.
Sand: coarse at base; fines upward. Gravel concen­
trated along upper boundary. Upper boundary is a
distinct bedding plane.
Well No. N—6 (Cant'd)
T O P  O F  S E C T I O N  
T H I C K N E S S  
F T .  M .
6 . 7  2 . 0 4  Sand, fine to medium-grained. White with orange and
gray mottling. Trace of gravel. Bedding indistinct 
to massive. Weathered outcrop exhibits planar units 
at intervals of .3m. Contains ripple laminations, 
climbing ripples, bioturbated organic-rich zones. 
U p p e r  contact gradational.
1.4 0.43 Sand, fine to medium-grained. White. Trace of gravel
Planar bedding. Beds .1 m  thick with fine parallel 
laminations. Upper contact gradational.
1 . 8  0 , 5 3  G r a v e l ,  sandy. Gravel: pea-sized. Weathered o u t c r o p
e x h i b i t s  white and orange banding, 3 cm thick.
Tipper contact is a bedding plane.
2 , 1  O . b '  S a n d ,  c o a r s e ,  gravelly. White with orange mottling.
G r a v e l :  pea-sized; <10%. Bedding indistinct.
O v e r a l l  fining upward. Some ripple laminations. 
U p p e r  contact is a distinct bedding plane.
2 . 0  o  „ 0  P e a l : . P a r k ,  brown. Locally coarse, peaty s a n d ,  p e a t ; '
mv.d o r  a  woody substrate. Structureless. V e r t i c a l ,  
cylindrical sand filled burrows, 1.5 cm diam. C o n ­
t a i n s  f i n e  wood chips, twigs and logs and k n e e s  of 
c y p r e s s . A  gravel layer 2 cm thick overlies t h e  
p e a t .  U p p e r  contact is a distinct bedding p l a n e .
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WELL OR SECTION // N-7_________________________  COLLECTION DATE
ELEVATION 21.0 ft._______________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD ____________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster________________  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416636 S 375^5
TOP OF SECTION
THICKNESS
FT. M.
1.3 0.4 Structureless soil profile. Sandy.
3.3 1.0 Sand, fine-grained. Uneven, planar bedding. Alter­
nating beds of tan and brick red sand. Beds 1-10 
cm thick. Bioturbated. Continuous with soil 
profile.
3.6 1.1 Sand. Fine to medium-grained. Mottled white and
orange. Structureless. Vertical burrows, 1 cm 
diam., 5 cm in length. Overall fining upward.
Upper contact is a bioturbated bedding plane.
0.9 0.28 Sand, gravelly. Muddy matrix. Bright orange fading
up-unit to tan. Sand fraction: fine to coarse 
grained. Gravel: pea-sized; approx. 20%. Structure­
less. Overall fining upward. Upper contact 
gradational.
1.3 0.40 Mottled clay and sand. Gray and tan. Bioturbated,
interbedded sand and clay. Beds approx. 12 cm thick. 
Sand: poorly sorted; trace of pea-sized gravel; 
with clay filled burrows, 1.5 cm diam. Clay: 
mottled; sand filled burrows; originally laminated 
clay and sand; Skolithos-like burrows. Upper 
contact is a bioturbated bedding plane.
3.8 1.15 Sand, muddy. Gray with orange mottling. Massive.
Bioturbated with semi-vertical, sand filled burrows,
1.5 cm diam., and up to 12 cm in length. Mud content 
decreases upward. Fossiliferous. Crassostrea 
virginica and Hydroides dianthus are the common body 
fossils present. C^ . virginica occurs in life position 
in reef-like beds and in scattered clumps. H. dianthus 
is concentrated along the uppermost 10 cm of the unit. 
Upper contact is a bioturbated bedding plane.
Well No. N-7 (Cont'd) 100
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.2 0.66 Clay. Gray with brick-red mottling. Blocky texture
in weathered outcrop. Shrinkage cracks 1-2 cm wide. 
Cracks filled with fissilated ferricrete (limonite 
cemented mud) with laminations parallel to the crack 
walls. Massive. Bioturbated; numerous Skolithos- 
like burrows and sand filled shell ghosts. Molds/
casts of unknown bivalve (Rangia?) with limonite
replacement. Upper contact is a mottled bedding plane
2.2 0.66 Mud, sandy. Gray: weathered surface is brownish-
orange. Massive and intensively bioturbated; vertical 
burrows, 1 cm diam. Fossiliferous. Rangia cuneata 
occurs as densely packed, articulated and dis­
articulated body fossils and as molds/casts with 
limonite replacement. Valves are locally imbricated 
concave downward. A semi-consolidated layer of 
ferricrete occurs in the upper part of the unit.
Upper contact is a bedding plane.
1.7 0.52 Sand, silty. Gray with orange mottling. Massive with
well sorted cross-laminated sand lenses. Clay- 
mottled near upper contact. Local lenses of brown, 
structureless, sandy silt near upper contact: 
resembles relict soil. Bioturbated: vertical clay- 
filled burrows, 0.8 cm diam and <10 cm in length; 
multi-oriented burrows, 4 cm diam. Fossiliferous. 
Abundant molds/casts of Rangia cuneata; limonite 
replacement. R. cuneata shells are articulated, in 
life position and matrix supported with well pre­
served ornamentation. An undulatory plate-like 
layer of ironstone forms the upper contact.
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WELL OR SECTION // N-8_________________________ COLLECTION DATE
ELEVATION 3 3 .0 ft-,________________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD ____________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster______________  QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416615 E 37560
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.6 0.8 Structureless soil profile. Sand with scattered pebbles
3.3 1.0 Sand, slightly gravelly. White and tan with orange
mottling. Sand fraction: medium grained. Pea-sized 
gravel. Slightly irregular planar bedding. Beds,
5-10 cm thick. Cross-stratified near base of unit. 
Upper contact gradational.
3.3 1.0 Sand, gravelly. White and tan with orange mottling.
Sand fraction: fine to coarse grained. Gravel: pea­
sized. Trough cross-bedding, riddled with burrows 
at base of unit. Upper unit is planar cross-bedded. 
Cross-sets, 20 cm thick. Abundant vertical, 
cylindrical, 1 cm. diam. Ophiomorpha nodosa burrows 
are present. Upper contact gradational.
4.6 1.4 Sand. Fine-grained. White with orange mottling.
Planar cross-bedding: non-parallel, non-horizontal 
cross sets, 30-40 cm thick. High angle cross-sets, 
locally truncated. Vertical, cylindrical burrows,
0.8 cm diam. are abundant. Ophiomorpha nodosa 
extend into this unit from overlying unit. Upper 
contact gradational.
2.6 0.8 Sand. Fine to medium-grained with scattered gravelly
lenses. Tan with strong orange mottling. Cross­
bedded. Planar cross sets, 5-15 cm thick. Vertical 
burrows, 1 cm diam. Climbing ripples and sand waves 
present. Alternating beds are semi-consolidated.
Upper contact gradational.
3.9 1.2 Sand, with clay flasers. Sand, coarse-grained at base
of unit; grades upward into poorly sorted, olive, 
muddy and gravelly sand. Coarse sand is ripple 
laminated or occurs as small scale cross-laminated 
lenses, <10 cm thick. Clay flasers, <4 cm thick are 
discontinuous and draped over sedimentary structures 
which resemble sand waves. J-shaped burrows are 
present. Gravel, pea-sized. Upper contact 
gradational.
Well No. N-8 (Cont'd)
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TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
2.0 0.6 Gravel, muddy and sandy. Orange mottled. Gravel
mostly pea-sized. Sand matrix coarsens upward.
Bedding indistinct. Bedding plane forms upper 
boundary.
4.4 1.35 Sand, muddy. Gray. Fossiliferous. Well preserved
body fossils in life position. Abundant Crassostrea 
virginica, Mercenaria mercenaria, Hydroides dianthus 
and Anadara transversa. Serpulid worm colonies 
predominate. Massive. Diverse fossil asselblage. 
Bioturbated upper boundary.
1.3 0.40 Sand, muddy. Dark gray. Fossiliferous. Oyster reef,
densely packed with Crassostrea virginica. Little 
matrix. Diverse fossil assemblage. Upper boundary 
is a distinct bedding plane.
1.0 0.26 Sand, muddy. Dark gray. Massive, bioturbated, burrowed,
mottled appearance. Fossiliferous. Rangia cuneata 
and Anadara transversa found together, articulated 
and in life position. Upper contact is a distinct 
bedding plane.
2.8 0.85 Sand, muddy. Medium grained sand. Dark gray. Massive.
Sandy lenses. Clay mottled. Fossiliferous with 
Rangia cuneata shells, most commonly articulated 
and in life position. Overall coarsening upward.
Upper bedding plane bioturbated.
1.0 0.30 Sand, muddy. Dark gray. Massive with imbricated
Rangia cuneata valves along possible bedding planes. 
Fossiliferous with Rangia cuneata as articulated 
and disarticulated valves. Upper boundary is an 
indistinct bedding plane. (Sand: 40.1%, Silt: 31.7%, 
Clay: 18.2%).
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WELL OR SECTION // n -9_________________    COLLECTION DATE
ELEVATION 38.0 ft._______________________________________________
SAMPLING METHOD _________________________________________________
COUNTY Lancaster________________ QUADRANGLE Fleets Bay
LOCATION : UTM Coordinates: N 416643 E 37762_________
TOP OF SECTION 
THICKNESS 
FT. M.
3.3 1.0 Structureless soil profile. Sandy with scattered pebbles.
3.3 1.0 Sand, coarse. Bedding indistinct. Probable planar
cross-bedding. Upper contact gradational.
7.2 2.2 Sand. Medium grained with local gravelly and coarse
sand layers. White with orange mottling. Opaque 
mineral laminae abundant. Cross-bedding with trough 
cross-sets, .2-.3 m thick. Locally cross sets pinch 
out. Cross-laminae both straight and recurved, 0.5 
cm thick. Upper contact gradational.
2.3 0.7 Sand, fine-medium. White with orange mottling. Bedding
indistinct. Possible planar bedding with cross-laminae. 
Upper contact gradational.
3.3 1.0 Interbedded sand and mud. Grayish-olive with orange
mottling. Silty sand layers also present. Locally 
mottled and bioturbated. Layers are subparallel, 
discontinuous, and may be undulatory. Beds are <.1 
m thick. Sand fraction: fine to medium-grained. Upper 
boundary is a bedding plane.
2.6 0.8 Sand, coarse, muddy. Light olive-gray with orange mottling
Structureless. Fines upward. Upper contact is a 
bedding plane.
4.3 1.3 Finely interbedded mud and sand. Sand fraction: medium
grained. Clay layers are <1 cm thick. Sand layers 
are <4 cm thick. Sand predominates. Layers are hori­
zontal, parallel and slightly wavy. Upper contact 
gradational.
10.8 3.3 Interbedded coarse, cross-bedded sand and laminated mud.
White with orange mottling. Opaque mineral layers 
abundant. Locally bioturbated. Sand predominates. 
Cross-sets are .4 m thick near base of unit, thin up­
wards to .1 m. Graded cross-laminae are 1-3 cm thick. 
Some trough or scalloped boundaries on cross-sets.
Large scale cross—bedding; locally pinch—out; are sub- 
parallel, sub-horizontal. Mud layers follow contours 
of cross-beds; locally pinch-out; occur in zones 10 
cm thick. Internally finely laminated. May occur as 
cross-laminae in the cross-bedded sand. Upper 
contact gradational.
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